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Executive Summary
This study assesses how customers view the current car buying process, and how they might respond
to change in the offer made to the customer.

The aim of this report is to reflect the results of Customer Focus Groups, a dealer workshop and
questionnaire investigating customer requirements, and draw conclusions on how a 3DayCar should
be marketed.  The research covers how customers view the current process of purchasing a car, their
attitude to an express build-to-order service,  (not specifically mentioned in the focus groups as three
days), and what marketing needs to offer to make such a service valuable.

While conclusions drawn are based on a relatively small sample of customers in the Focus Groups,
these samples were statistically selected to represent a thorough cross-section of drivers from private
volume, private specialist and company car buying sectors.

The Current Purchasing Process for Private Customers
The private market is characterised by variable purchasing and replacement cycles compared with the
company market, and suitable incentives can bring forward or push back the timing of replacement.
The timing of purchase is an important factor in a short lead time environment and is critical for
demand management.

The length of time a customer takes for consideration of purchase varies widely from two hours to six
months.  There is a consensus of around two months.  The process can be broken into stages; first,
budgeting and information gathering, and second dealer visits for test drive and final deal negotiation
including part exchange.  Budgeting and information gathering are in part an unconscious process.
Car advertising plays a fundamental role together with hard information sought from manufacturers,
specialist magazines, Internet and media sources and, to a surprisingly limited extent, dealers.  The
customer then seeks out tangible ‘validation’ of possible choices by physically inspecting a showroom
car and taking a test-drive.  The core information which decides the vehicle to be purchased is
contained within the negotiated deal and part exchange.  Dealers are crucial for the latter stages in the
selection process, but not as a primary information source; there is much cynicism over the accuracy
of information provided by dealer staff.  This includes scepticism of offers from manufacturers as
conveyed by dealers.  Consequently the dealer’s role is pushed towards the end of the selection
process.

Customer price consideration varies from those who are looking for a predictable and affordable
monthly payment figure to those who are more concerned about the overall life cycle value, for whom
the specifications required are expected to maintain a good residual value.

Specification compromise for Discount Negotiation
Volume private customers
Specification choice is highly individual but does not necessarily encompass a wide range.  In fact,
customers tend to think that there is too much choice offered, which can be unnecessarily confusing.
They believe that safety and security options are the priorities to be made standard in order to reduce
specification choice. Many customers are good negotiators who understand the key negotiating levers,
preferring to take control of the buying process and make an offer to the dealer. Negotiators will
compromise on what they claim to be important specification details (i.e. colour) to obtain price
discounts. Because stock-push encourages dealers to discount and sell from stock, negotiating
customers expect and prefer the process of using availability of stock and specification as a
negotiating lever. Consequently, buying from stock benefits the buyer through discounts or upgraded
specification. That the list price is rarely the customer price is indicative that negotiators expect
significant discounts. Some customers who are good and keen negotiators like this system, whilst
those who are by nature non-negotiators are alienated by it. Non-negotiating customers are unwilling
or unable to actively bargain a deal; these customers are, however, very responsive to clear, structured,
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marketing offers; and to pre-packaged deals conveyed in an “official” way.  Such customers want an
alternative to the current buying process because of their mistrust of information and offers made by
the dealer.

Volume car dealers incentivise customers to be flexible, and are not able to meet their real needs;
volume car customers do not actually always want their declared demands. The level of product
substitution at the dealer is hard to measure due to its being an accepted part of the negotiating and
selling process, and this makes the understanding of real demand extremely difficult.  However, there
is no evidence of any discernible lack of customer satisfaction in specification compromise as long as
a good deal is obtained.  In terms of lead-time, the current scenario actually favours buying from stock
since the best deals are obtained on the shortest delivery time.

Specialist and Fleet Customers
Specialist car buyers are much more prepared to wait longer than private volume buyers to have a car
built to their own specification.  While by no means all specialist customers know their precise
specification when entering a dealership, there is far less price negotiation related to specification
compromise.  This is also the case with company cars, where the choice of specification is often
restricted.  The fleet market operates according to a predictable fixed cycle of business procurement.
This means that owners of company cars are used to waiting a significant time for delivery and that
demand is more predictable than that for private purchase.

Customer attitude to an express build-to-order service
When asked to consider an ideal order to delivery time, there was a consensus from both dealers and
customers for between 7 and 14 days, but there was a wide range of preferences from 1 hour to 4
weeks plus. Dealers feel that a cooling-off period of 3 to 4 days within the 7 days would allow
customers finally to review their specification choice and agree to the financial commitment.
However there was no explicit demand for express build-to-order.

Customers have entrenched perceptions that must be changed for a 3DayCar to be successfully
marketed.  A mixed message is sent out by build to order and express delivery.  The customer expects
build to order to take some time, whilst express delivery is something that they expect from cars
bought from stock.  To the current customer, an express build to order service seems contradictory and
so is confusing. The table below demonstrates how customers regard vehicles which are immediately
available compared with product for which they have to wait a significant time.

Order to delivery time -
customer perception in summary

IMMEDIATE/ QUICK
AVAILABILITY

AVAILABILITY

NOT IMMEDIATE

EMOTIONAL
PULLS &
PUSHESInstant gratification Anticipation,

specialness
!!!!

Expected A con/marketing
ploy

!!!!

Pressure (to organise)
Easy to organise/less
stressful!!!!

Mass produced Special, crafted!!!!

Old stock/model Mint, latest!!!!

Unpopular Popular!!!!

Shoddy/quality
compromise Well made!!!!
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Price is a paramount issue, and especially so in the current UK climate where customers are acutely
critical of new car pricing.  Under build-to-order the customer has no obvious bargaining power as
opposed to the position under stock push.  This lack of consumer power is reinforced by a perception
that an express build-to-order new car will carry a significant price premium.

However, this statement does not mean that there is no latent potential interest. It merely confirms the
fact that changes made possible by a 3DayCar are essentially a technically led development, for the
benefit of the supply chain, and the radical nature of the step change in supply needs to be balanced by
a radical change in managing demand.  The customer used to having control over price through
bargaining on stock will have to retain a level of control over price under build to order, but the
variable price will have to be a centrally managed flexible price.

For the Specialist car and company car owners, there is not so much requirement to reduce lead times,
since the wait is a powerful signal of exclusivity.  However, if volume cars are delivered in significant
number as express build to order, the pressure will build up for more instant gratification for these
customer types.

The role of the Internet in build-to-order services for the customer
Under both build-to-order and direct online buying there is concern from the customer that they cannot
see, touch and test drive the product before they commit to purchase; demonstrators clearly have a
continuing role.  However, the Internet has strengths and possibilities which may be of interest to the
customer of a 3DayCar.  As an information gathering tool, it attracts considerable customer interest.
Online systems should be able to meet customer requirements for understanding complex choice,
configuring a 'virtual product', and putting together exactly the specification mix they want.  The
pricing and production slot availability can be managed online to meet the demand for transparency
and visibility of new car availability.  The benefit to the customer of direct online order placement is
being able to order at their convenience, and this would also be a benefit to 3DayCar production, in
smoothing and continuously updating demand in a time-compressed supply chain.  Whether the dealer
is the sales channel, or whether the internet provides an adequate direct selling method, is open to
debate, but the internet certainly has a role to play in both meeting current customer demands, and
assisting the implementation of marketing and selling of a 3DayCar.

The Marketing Challenge
In order for a 3DayCar to be successful in the market place, there are three core requirements:

1. Protecting core product values

A 3DayCar may devalue and demystify the product and brand.  There is thus a need to stress core
product values in the marketing of the product, not focus on express build-to-order per se.  In itself it
may be a unique selling proposition, but it is not one that currently fires up the customer and it will
change from being a competitive advantage to a necessity over the longer term.  The core product
values need to be stressed, with emphasis on quality assurance, value for money and brand desirability
for the convenience to be acceptable.  The manufacturer will have to guarantee certain qualities, and
customers would be more convinced if such guarantees are backed up with rebates for fall-down
issues on delivery dates and quality and reliability.  Variable pricing to smooth orders over the year
could also be used to control overall demand for certain colours, specifications, models and marques
in order to retain customer perception of exclusivity of product and address concerns over residual
values/value for money.

2. Meeting customer demands on pricing

(i) Meeting customer demand for flexible but clear pricing

The customer must have a level of control over the price he pays for the car, but the price will
have to be centrally managed.  Pricing against demand and against a fixed delivery time are two
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means of achieving this objective.  The manufacturer can embrace customer bargaining on price to
advantage and use the price mechanism to stabilise and plan production in advance.  Therefore,
opportunists can buy if a model is underselling, and they can order well ahead if this gives them
price benefits.  In this way, customer requirements can be used to produce a better outcome for the
manufacturer.

(ii) Separating the new car price from the part-exchange negotiation

There is scepticism with regard to a more fixed or universal pricing policy if the part exchange is
tied into the new car price.  However, if the two are dealt with separately, the part -exchange deal
can cause its own problems.  While a short lead-time 3DayCar has the advantage that a better
residual price can be quoted with confidence by dealers, a reduction in price for customers who
are prepared to wait longer for their new car is counteracted by a lower residual price offering.
One possible solution would be in converting used car pricing guides to continuous rather than
discrete data, (i.e. an online source).

(iii) Addressing negotiators and non-negotiators

Negotiators who want to bargain a price can do so based on time and specification. Other
customers will want the ability to build a car to budget, to encourage customisation to unique
specification in terms of a “you pay for what you want” scenario. Pre-priced bundled packages
would appeal to non-negotiator customers who want a best-value offer.

3. Emphasising the benefits of express build-to-order

The myth of higher quality equating with long lead times can be demolished.  However, core values
must be protected or there will be a perceived ‘quality gap’, and pricing will have to be right or there
will be an equally serious ‘price gap’.

The benefits of build-to-order will need to be explained; the customer will get the newest product,
with options for the latest specification, at all times and not be sold stock which has been ageing in
fields.

The convenience for the customer will be the focus, with quality assured as a given: the option for a
3DayCar will be seen by a customer in the context of a time saving service in a time-poor consumer
society.

Convincing the customer that time is money
The entrenched stock-push system has shaped the way that the customer sees the new car and how it is
bought. The 3DayCar permits a shift from a confrontational negotiation to a co-operative meeting of
customer needs, requiring a radical change in the behaviour and attitude of both dealers and
customers.

The current system is characterised by waiting only for exclusive product. However, it is clear from
the manufacturer’s point of view that availability from ageing stock is less attractive than express
built-to-order. Secondly, quality does not have to take time.  That quality should equate with time is an
anachronism, where, more commonly, those with less time have means to pay for faster or more
efficient services.  In a time-short society, quality should be a given, and time reduction the aim for
meeting the convenience of customers.

The first volume VM to move towards a 3DayCar can undermine the Specialist claim on long order
lead times.  Demolishing the “myth” that long order lead times equate with build quality should have a
major impact: however, care needs to be taken to protect the core values of quality, reliability and
desirability, whilst changing expectation of lead times.  Poor brand management whilst moving to fast
build-to-order could seriously damage the product image.  Some of the customers who were spoken to
suggested it would be something a manufacturer with poor product and image would attempt, since it
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seems so misaligned to customer needs as currently perceived.  Removing the illusion of quality being
reliant upon long lead times will require very strong advertising and warranty support to protect key
product values.

Conclusion
For the customer, a 3DayCar can be made attractive as the “car they want, when they want”, a service
based on convenience for the customer. An end to stock-push would enable dealers to take a new role
involving both negotiators and non-negotiators in the buying process. Flexible and transparent pricing
will be a critical element of the marketing mix, to gain the maximum benefit from the 3DayCar
capability by managing the flow of demand, whilst simultaneously meeting customer demands for
flexible pricing choices. Quality guarantees will be needed to overcome the entrenched belief that high
quality takes a long time; the key aim must be translating the advantages for the manufacturer into
value for the customer.  The message must be portrayed that a quality vehicle can be built to the
customer’s required specification and delivered reliably when the customer wants it, even in a very
short period of time.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Understanding Customer values

The aim of this study within the Marketing stream in year one was to understand how the customer
views the current product and buying system, and how this would be affected by changing the offer
made to the customer.

The Marketing stream project-plan made provision for customer research and has the 'strapline',
"Voice of the Consumer".  In talking to the customer, views and attitudes were required to be as freely
given as possible and it was decided that focus groups, which are essentially a mix between a group
interview and a discussion, would best meet these objectives.  It is crucial to keep in mind that the
customer will have some attitudes and views that are either factually wrong or based upon an out of
date set of assumptions, which actually makes some of their views appear either bizarre or illogical to
those inside the industry.  However, we told the focus group participants nothing about the name,
nature or aims of the 3DayCar research programme, to avoid distorted responses, and much of what
they say is vitally important to understand, and may not be as obvious as seen at first consideration.
These views are in part a reflection of the current system and the marketing required by the current
system, but also include some key core values of the customer that must be met.  In marketing the
product the views of the customer are fundamental, and customer concerns are disregarded at the
producers peril.

In researching customer views there is also a need for caution in taking what is said in the focus
groups as representative of all customers.  However, the views expressed were analysed carefully with
this in mind, and the views given in the group interviews, despite their limitations, are indicative of the
core issues for the group sampled.  Conclusions are drawn that demonstrate how the entrenched stock
push system has shaped the way the customer views the new car and how it is bought and supplied.
Some fundamental issues were raised and thus serious challenges to the marketing of 3DayCar
become quickly apparent.  In the analysis of what was expressed by customers and dealers, these key
issues are highlighted, and some initial suggestions made on possible solutions.

1.2 Report Structure
This report document follows the following format. Those wishing to go straight to the findings and
analysis should turn to Sections 4 and 5.

•  Report objectives

•  Research approach

•  Findings and Analysis - Understanding Customer Behaviour in the Current Private Retail System

•  Conclusions

1.3 Obtaining Copies of this Report
•  An executive summary can be found at the beginning of this document, and can be obtained as a

separate ‘Executive Briefing’.  Both the full report and the executive briefing can be downloaded
from the password protected Sponsor section of 3DayCar Website, as a PDF document, which
requires an Adobe Acrobat Reader.

•  3DayCar Website : www.cf.ac.uk/3DayCar

•  A free copy of the Adobe Acrobat Reader can be downloaded from:  www.adobe.com

http://www.cf.ac.uk/3DayCar
http://www.adobe.com/
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2 Research Objectives
The key elements to understand are:-

•  Will car customers want a 3DayCar?

•  What is current purchasing behaviour

•  The likely impacts of customer requirements/expectations on 3DayCar

In order to gain meaningful information of customer attitudes to the relevant issues, customers were
not directly asked whether they would want a 3DayCar, how they would like to buy, or what their
expectation would be.  Hopefully the trap common to market research of asking predetermined
questions to what is for the customer a hypothetical question was thus avoided.

Therefore, the focus groups started by looking at the underlying assumptions, experiences and
attitudes of the new car buyer in four key areas for a 3DayCar.  The aims and objectives were to
understand:

1. The current process of buying and the time frames and expectations involved.

•  To understand customer attitudes towards the car buying/ choosing experience
and their selection behaviour, particularly prior to and during contact with car
retailers

2. The customer choice of product specification as part of the customer offer.

•  To determine attitudes to current vehicle specification choice, and how this
operates with price

3. What lead times were acceptable to customers, and why, especially given different lead times.

•  To understand delivery time requirements, specifically in conjunction with
specification choice and price.

4. Issues that could create problems or unforeseen opportunities for a 3DayCar system.

• To identify marketing opportunities and potential barriers to purchase brought
about by the concept of faster build to delivery time-scales

2.1 Approaches Considered
Within the Marketing Stream Plan for year one, provision was made for planned surveys within
dealerships, including focus groups with sales staff and customers.  Budget provision was made for
consumer focus groups, organised with the help of an external facilitator.  Provision was also made for
consumer surveys to be commissioned in the future, possibly as part of larger scale “omnibus” type
studies.

The first stage was to consider the data to be collected and the appropriate channels and methods
available.

Objective of research area for consumer survey:

To understand existing and future customer requirements for car retail, and the influence of build to
order to customer expectations.

Subject matter:

" lead time and customer expectations, price sensitivity issues, delivery dates, trade-off curve
between price and waiting;
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" relative importance of exact specification matching, attitude to build-to-order, trade-off curve
between exact match and price;

" customer service, purchasing process and psychology of new car buying;

" other issues- new technology acceptability, environmental trade-off issues.

Survey techniques and attitude of customer to manufacturer and dealer

Possible Methods: Internet survey, survey of students at Cardiff and Bath, dealers handing out
questionnaires, interviewing customers leaving dealers, and telephone survey.

Methods Considered:

" Understanding different segments in the new car market, rather than a group of customers of one
market, involves the need to sample in a way that reflects the segments of new car buyers, rather
than a general group (such as students).

" Separating the current overpricing issue from sensitivity of price to other factors, i.e. lead time,
exact specification, means discussion rather than form filling.

" The best use of Focus Groups was considered to be most suitable as a base study, in order to
ensure that wrong assumptions were not being made about customer demand. They would also
support the later writing of a questionnaire for further research (i.e. telephone survey). The role of
the Focus Groups was to make sure that the right questions be asked and not to lead the sample
into closed or loaded questions.

Regarding polling through quantitative methods, the most difficult issue became apparent very
quickly: that of contacting and interviewing enough relevant people.  The different options considered
were judged for a) validity of sample, b) objectivity of method, and, c) number of quality interviewees
given time and budget constraints.  A representative spread of Focus Groups was decided upon, which
could be validated by a wider survey to be conducted later.  This wider survey could either be a
thorough interview survey or could be a three-four question omnibus survey (much cheaper but
without segmentation details).

For further details on research methods considered, please see Appendix 3.
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3 Focus Groups and Dealer Workshop
3.1 Focus Group Selection
The Groups were selected to be broadly representative of customers in the UK market, and all bought
or obtained their new car in 1999.  The groups were selected on the following basis, using existing
customer information and telephone selection.  Full details on selection criteria and method can be
seen in Appendix 1.

• Two mixed sex groups of private buyers who bought a small car.  One group contained owners
for whom the new car was their main car, and the second group owners for whom the new small
car was the second car in the household.

• Two groups of medium-sized new private car buyers, one group male and one female.

• Two mixed sex, company car driver groups. The users from medium to large companies were
split into groups, one containing low and the other high business mileage drivers.

The six groups were split geographically to take in the north and south, and an urban group.
Birmingham was deliberately avoided due to the disproportionate interest in new cars in that region.
Two groups were conducted in each of the three areas: Poynton, Cheshire; Farnham, Surrey; Putney,
South-West London.

3.2. Discussion Guide
A discussion guide was put together to allow the flow of all group discussions to be carried out in the
same format, by the experienced moderators for the customer groups.  A similar format was followed
by the 3DayCar team for the Dealer workshop.  This guide was drawn up in liaison with Simpson
Carpenter and can be seen in full in Appendix 2.

Summarised Structured discussion guide

Pre-Consideration/ The Process
How long does the customer consider buying, and why, before buying. What is an information
gathering period, and can it be broken down into stages?
Did replacement have an influence?  Why new not used?  Does getting exact specification play a role
here?

Information
What information is sought?  In what format and medium do customers prefer to collect information?
What is the customer process before placing order – how does the customer choose? What do they do
when they visit dealerships?
Are customers satisfied with the information given, with the process of visiting dealers and comparing
different brands etc?

Decision Factors
What elements are important in making the final choice, and try to get some agreement on relative
importance of each of the issues raised.  Probe on price to define how they judge the relative costs of
each car (list price, price after trade-in allowance or discounts, cost per month).  How many cars are
seriously considered in total and what issues lead to their eventual rejection?
(Looking to see if availability of exact requirements or delivery times impact on purchase rejection)
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The Buying Process
Does the customer enjoy the process? If not, what could be improved?  Settling on a price and
negotiation. Attitudes to negotiation and pricing. Attitude to the idea of fixed pricing. Comparison
with buying other products

Specification
With regard to the car eventually chosen, is the customer able to get the exact specification in every
detail?
Was there any compromise at all in the exact specification chosen?  Was this a disappointment?
How important is getting the exact specification without any compromise?
How important is being able to ‘customise’ a car by adding options to it, to make the car in some way
different from other similar models on the road?

Delivery 
With regard to the car eventually chosen, how acceptable was the delivery date quoted when ordering
the car?
Was the car delivered on the exact date quoted?
What is an acceptable delivery time from placing the order to having the car ready for collection?
What if the customer was unwilling to compromise on any item of the car’s specification – its exterior/
interior colour, particular options required – what would be an acceptable delivery time ?
If a car manufacturer was to offer a guaranteed delivery date, perhaps with penalties if they failed to
deliver on time, would that be a benefit?

Express Build-To-Order
If a car manufacturer was to offer an ‘express’ delivery service, where they would build the exact
specification required at the factory, including any special options, how long would the customer
expect to have to wait to justify the term ‘express’ delivery.
Is there a need for such a service? What are the benefits of getting the car really quickly?
What are the disadvantages of being able to offer a significantly faster delivery service than any
manufacturer currently provides? What would manufacturers have to do in order to deliver cars much
quicker than they do now?

Price for Express Build-To-Order?
Would the customer be willing to pay an extra ‘express delivery’ charge to get the exact car built at
the factory to order, but in a much faster time?
Depending upon delivery time expectations, what price differentials are acceptable related to a range
of different delivery times. Which brands would customers be interested in buying this way?

The Internet and New Car Sales
What is the future role of the internet?  In the context of what has been discussed, what is the interest
in collecting information online, replacing the showroom visit with online inspection, and attitudes to
buying or financing purchase online.
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3.3. Dealer Workshop
A broad spread of dealer representatives, franchises, and locations were present at the workshop
session held at the RMI offices in Great Portland Street, London, in October 1999.  The group was
presented with the 3DayCar model as it exists to date, and asked to consider the reaction of the
customer to such an offer, and the role of an existing dealership in implementing the offer to the
customer.  Furthermore, the group was asked to consider possible changing customer requirements
over the next decade, and the role of the internet in future business scenarios.
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4 Research Findings
4.1 The New Car
4.1.1 Buying a New Car
A new car is a highly aspirational product.  For private buyers it is essentially a luxury purchase, and
for company users it is part of the whole employment package that makes that package attractive.  For
these reasons obtaining a new car is something in which the buyer invests a large amount of time and
personal involvement.

Consequently, buying a new car is not like buying any other product.  For those for whom the
purchase is not a huge burden on their finances, the new car is essentially a symbol of their success;
for those for whom it is a significant expense, the new car demonstrates that they are 'on the way' to
personal success.  For company users, the car that they obtain is also a highly visible measure of
personal status.  A new car is a highly individualistic purchase, and one that, certainly in the eyes of
the owner or user, itself speaks volumes about them, their lifestyle and identity.

As one participant in the dealer group noted, “The car market behaves more like the housing market,
and if we stopped looking at the car as a consumer product we might understand the behaviour of the
market more clearly”.1 In terms of the size of purchase, involvement of the buyer, and the fact that it is
very likely to be traded again after purchase, this may be true.  However, unlike the house, the car is a
mobile consumable, and the value rarely goes up over time; it just depreciates with adjustments in
relation to supply and demand until it is impossible to run and repair or becomes a collectable. In that
sense it is very much a consumer product and does not share the characteristics of estate property.

4.1.2 Personal Involvement
However, given the uniqueness of the new car as a product, the groups demonstrated differences in
personal interest in obtaining the car based upon the level of  involvement of the user in choosing the
product, and the timing of that purchase. For the large company fleet new car user, whilst the car itself
was of great importance, there was not the same level of interest in the process of selection due to it
not being a choice that was entirely within their control.  This relative degree of emotive ownership is
illustrated in figure 1.0.

Where the end-user has a completely free choice over the product, budget aside, the selection and
buying of the car is done entirely by one individual.  The closer towards anonymous ownership, the
less emotional investment the end user has in the product.  The rental fleet user is a temporary user,
and has no direct involvement in the purchase of the car as part of the rental fleet.  The rental fleet is a
mix of product based upon likely demand from individuals and companies, and the relative
attractiveness of a certain mix based upon the Fleet Buyers' negotiation with the manufacturers'
National Sales Companies.  The small business user acts much like the private user; they go to a
dealer, have to consider the trade in value of their used car, have to organise the financing and delivery
date; the only real difference is that the money for the purchase comes from a company cheque.  But it
is very much their money in terms of the costs of a small business.  The new car user in a large fleet
has no direct involvement in buying the new car, beyond choosing from a range of choices. This

                                                     

Like a theoretical ongoing rebuildable car, the new house is infinitely customisable, but the original
house builder does not have lifetime responsibility for the building – that is transferred to the owner.
If car builders have to take on more responsibility for the product along the lines that the EU is
considering in terms of recycling and re-use responsibility, there can be no place for just sending the
car into the market and not tracking the product.  The dealer could  play an important part in tracking
product.  In fact, whilst there was a general consensus amongst dealers that the environment should be
given higher prominence in the future market, there was little knowledge of the requirements being
planned for manufacturers regarding recycling and reuse.
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varies, depending on the policy of the company; however, for most company employees, the choice
and use of car is within their control, whilst the ownership and actual buying is controlled by a central,
professional business to business buying function.  The buying function, not the user, has to consider
the variables of price, resale value, fuel efficiency and servicing.

4.1.3 Cost of Ownership
The company user-chooser, like the Motability customer, chooses within the constraints of available
options. However, the cost of ownership is borne by the company, (as a proportion of the cost of
ownership by the Motability customer is borne by the government, as a Mobility allowance for the
registered disabled or their carers, through Motability Finance).  The company users in our groups
demonstrated no interest in the economy of the vehicles they used, particularly those for whom the car
was very much a workhorse rather than a perk. In the company car group with a high mileage, most
did not care about economy or price: it is not a direct purchase by them and 'not their money':

“I’m not really bothered about whether it’s the most economical car at all … I don't care, I’m not
paying for it”     (M, co. car, high mileage)

They enjoy the benefits of use without the risks of ownership.  However, the private customer, who
has no bulk buying power, buys according to an available budget; the choice of financing offered by
the car maker and retailer has a strong role to play in this market.

4.1.4 New versus Used
The new car has an allure for a proportion of car buyers that a used car does not have.  The reasons for
this are apparent, but it is worth emphasising that the new car often carries a significant premium that
is reflected in the prices in the nearly new market.  The difference in value is what the customer is
prepared to pay to have the no-previous use vehicle.

Company car users may obtain a car at the end of the lease, on joining the company or after
promotion, and so often not the first user; the new company car user however, lists the same priorities
as the private new car buyer in choosing new over used.  The perceived benefits of a new car from the
focus groups included reliability, safety, product warranty and the lack of MOT.  Reliability of a new

• Rental
– centralised bulk purchase, no direct user

• Large fleets
– depersonalised buying process, with specified user-

chooser but centralised buying
• Motability

– restricted choice for driver, no negotiation, no
ownership, bulk purchase by finance company

• Small businesses
– business cheque - but, private behaviour

• Private
– trade-in, negotiation,
– financing, free choice

Depersonalised
commodity

Emotive
ownership

Buying & owning
divided from

choosing & using

User as Buyer, with
control over the

process

Figure 1: Range of End User Involvement
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car is certainly a key factor, which along with the assurance of warranty, gives the user a feeling that
the investment is worthwhile.  Buying new gives many a sense of peace of mind, because reliability
and the costs of non-reliability are taken care of. Some of the group subjects actually said that it was
less expensive because of this reliability; "Actually buying a new car you are probably getting as good
a deal as if you were buying a 2 year old car nowadays”    (F, medium car); “Reliability.  Turn the
key on a cold morning and off you go”  (F, small car)

There was also an element of buying new being made more attractive through financial offers.  This
included finance structured to suit personal circumstances, incentives and predictable monthly
payments;“I’d never had a new car. The ease with which they made it for you to buy, through the
different 'Solutions', options and so forth, enticed me in” (M, medium car)

For some it was the better customer service given when buying a new car; the schedule and buying
process was more orientated to the convenience of the customer, including the timing of the part
exchange.  But it is essentially the preserve of those who can afford the car as commodity who see the
purchase in this way, for whom the purchase is an outlay of disposable income; “Buying a new car
now  is no different from  going to Marks & Spencer”    (F, small car). I shall return to this point later,
but it is very much dependent upon the wealth, and the purchasing psychology of the buyer.

Importantly, (for 3DayCar), some highlighted that the new car would be closer to that which they
actually wanted, such as the participant who claimed that she "did originally shop for a used one, but
couldn’t find a particular model” (F, small car). Significantly no-one actually said that they would
buy new because they could get exactly what they wanted!

Finally, and most powerfully, there is the 'desirability' of the new car.  As first owner, there is for
many a self-indulgence in buying a new car, reflected in the perceived 'aura' and smell of the product.
It cannot be overstated that the new car is seen as an achievement for many, a material sign of success:
“I wanted a new car.  I wanted to make it to the new car stage”   (F, small car)

The aspirational lure of the new car is evidenced by the plethora of television programmes dedicated
to new cars, for which the audience figures do not correspond to sales. Interest is not matched by
demand, unlike lesser commodities, because of the unavoidable price exclusivity.  Essentially, the new
car is an object of desire, a contemporary icon of modernist style, built around the individual in the
'me' society.  As understated by a member of the dealer group, ‘Ownership of a car is not to do with
use, it is about owning the fashionable accessory’.

The key phrases that defined the new car over the used car in the groups were twofold.  Firstly, the
new car and associated package of warranties provides the ultimate in the quest for reliability, a result
of the aim for no-hassle convenience.  Secondly, the desirability of the aspirational product, which
represents newness, the latest product with the newest features fulfils the customer demand for the
fashion item.

4.1.5 Company Policies for timing of New Car Purchase
The prompts for purchase of a new car are reasonably predictable for company users.  The company
user is usually forewarned either through the mileage limit, (i.e. commonly 100,000 miles), or from a
fixed replacement cycle.  The employee may know that renewal is coming up, or may be forewarned 2
or 3 months prior to replacement by their company car management department.

Pool cars - employees pay no tax on use of pool cars, which are intended (as far as the taxman is
concerned) for occasional business use only.  The employee is not supposed to have the car for
weekends.  In terms of user choice and timing of replacement, pool cars operate much in the same way
as rental fleets.

# No Choice.“I got a ‘phone call saying can you come to the office, and I got there and they gave
me a set of keys”, (Male, high mileage). The user not only has no choice in the replacement time,
but can also have no choice of vehicle.  Few companies now offer no choice to employees in the
UK.
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# Limited Choice. The user will be given notice of replacement, within a limited range of choice.
The value of a car allocated to an employee is by reference to a particular named model, where a
same brand or cost alternative may be acceptable. More rarely, the individual will be restricted to a
single model;“I didn’t really have a great deal of choice, it had to be a Ford and within a budget
as well”  (Male, high mileage).

# List Choice. “Two months prior to getting it you get a list and get various choices.  And then you
choose your car and send the list back to her and she will order it from the leasing company”
(Female, low mileage) The user has a wide list of choices based upon what has been negotiated
with the fleet, or manufacturer. Although freedom of choice may be greater at more senior levels,
it is now accepted practise to give a wide choice at more junior levels.

# Free Choice (based upon a price/leasing rate ceiling). The user is given a budget and can go and
choose any make and model; “Basically we are told we’ve got so much cash, pick any car you
want” (Male, low mileage) ;“There was no set limit on lease value, it was set by the MD and I
begged a bit and got a better car” (Male, low mileage). The cost ceiling will be an agreed sum,
which typically provides options for leasing or contract hire.

4.1.6 The Timing of Purchase for Private Buyers
For private buyers, there is a more complex pattern of replacement.  Replacement occurs as a result of
certain drivers and the psychology of the buyer.  These replacement patterns are partly a response to
market conditions, (such as registration change), and partly a response to the manufacturer sales and
marketing programme.  The most attractive scenario for carmakers in a 3DayCar scenario would be a
highly predictable fixed cycle, based upon financial schemes such as PCPs and PLPs2, which is seen
as both pragmatic and desirable for a customer, and useful for the manufacturer for capacity planning.

                                                     
2 PLPs/PCPs - Personal Leasing Plans/Personal Car Plans. There has been a noted increase in the use of these,
both amongst (i) private customers taking up manufacturers PCPs and (ii) companies placing their employees
into individual private PLPs which may be underwritten by the company. A company setting up a PLP currently
avoids company car taxation, and does not appear on the company's balance sheet as an asset, and thereby does
not adversely affecting their gearing ratio). Figures collated by the Monks show a miniscule 1% of companies

Figure 1.2: Factors Influencing Timing of
Purchase (Private Buyers)

ACCELERATE FIXED CYCLE DELAY

PRAGMATIC $$$$  reliability concerns
$$$$  imminent expenditure
$$$$  change of needs

$$$$  belief in cost-efficient
   approach to buying
$$$$  PCPs

$$$$  no reliability problems
$$$$  recent expenditure
$$$$  waiting  for cash

OPPORTUNISTIC $$$$  good deals available
$$$$  windfall cash
$$$$  new model launch
$$$$  major spec update

IMPULSIVE $$$$  fancy a new car
$$$$  see a car you like
$$$$  see others buying one
$$$$  family encouragement

   Registration letter change
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'Pragmatic' Customer Motivators

'Accelerators' for pragmatic customers, meaning factors that will encourage a 'pragmatic' potential
customer to buy a new car earlier than they had intended to, as described in figure 1.2, will fall into
two categories.

Reliability and MOT: “I didn’t fancy getting the old one through the MOT” (M, medium car);
“I need another service, so I don’t want to pay for that.  Perhaps I need new tyres, don’t want to
pay for that, I’ll go and get a new car and that’s what I did” (M, small car); “Because the car
was so unreliable” (F, small car).

Change in circumstances, change in needs: “My car was too small . Because my son is now so
tall he was squashed”  (F, medium car); "I was made redundant, so when the job went I would
lose my car. So I decided to buy a new BMW with redundancy payment." (F, medium car).

'Fixed Cycle' motivators for pragmatic customers, are those factors that encourage the 'pragmatic'
customer' to replace their car according to a fixed cycle, ie.3 years.

What motivates these customers is a belief in cost efficient buying based on either mileage
limits, (“12,000 miles was the maximum we ever had on a new car before we sold it … the
depreciation was absolutely nothing” (M, small car) ), “I ran my car for three years, and it cost
me 23K. I ran it for three years and got nineteen thousand pounds back for it. So it was very
economical overall” or fixed time cycles, echoing fleet management;“I usually buy a new car
every year"   (F, small car).

Or is the result of going into PCPs or other leasing arrangements, for similar (perceived cost
efficient) reasons; "I knew mine was coming up to the time to go because I got myself into like
Volkswagen Solutions” (M, medium car)

Cycles of residual value are also very significant to these buyers, which revolve around the
seasonality of UK registration changes, or calendar year change.

'Delay' motivators for pragmatic customers, are those factors that prevent, or push back the expected
replacement date for a new car. This may be because the customer cannot afford to buy a new car
when they had planned to -“I had to wait for my money” (F, medium car) - or may be because the
customer is satisfied because their current car is still running well, in order to get 'perceived maximum
value'; "We’ve bought it and we’ll run it into the ground I should think” (F, small car). 3

'Opportunist' Customer Motivators

Factors that accelerate a purchase for an 'opportunistic buyer' fall into two categories:

(i) Those that buy because they are responding to new product, such as a new product launch, or
new model year/major specification update. New registrations are also a factor here because
they have traditionally been a signifier in the UK market of product 'newness'.

 “The specification of the newer cars … the air conditioning”(M, medium car)

“Being probably one of the first people in the area to have that car”(F, medium car)

                                                                                                                                                
using personal leasing plans in 1999, but state that "the data understates the prevalence of this method of >
>acquisition in larger companies since we are aware of a number of such companies which have adopted
personal leasing, but no longer take part in this survey" (Monks, 1999).
3 When a customer approaches a new car in this way you do have to wonder why they don’t buy used!
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(ii) Those that are taking advantage of good offers, or have had an unexpected financial windfall.
The good deals include offers that the manufacturer has marketed, and good deals because of
the manufacturer being in a state of 'oversupply' in the market. I shall return to this point later.

“I actually sold a property when I split up from my husband, made some money on it and obviously
had enough to spend on a car”(F, medium car)

“I usually change it every 3 years but they had a good deal on at the local garage so, in fact, I
changed it after 2”(F, medium car)

The opportunist will adjust their fixed cycle pattern to a new desirable 'year signifier', if one arises:.

“We normally left it until August to change it but we started looking in the New Year and got it March
1st”(F, medium car)

“Well it’s the new registration.  Unfortunately they do it twice a year now and I can’t justify that … so
I bought it in March”(F, small car)

'Impulsive' Customer Motivators

These customers react to accelerate their purchase, and tend to be those for whom it is their first
experience of buying a new car, or they do not have to worry about the expense. They quite simply
like the car and buy it, as they would other purchases.

“I got in and, yes it was just impulse, it was just there and then”(F, small car)

“It actually drove past and I thought I really like that car.  I could see myself in that”(F, medium car)

“I had actually been in a friend’s car when we had been away for a week and particularly liked the
car”(F, medium car)

“My wife had a courtesy car and she said I must have one of these - and it’s a brave man who argues
with his wife”(M, small car)

“My resistance started to wear thin to my Mrs bending my ear about having a new car” (M, medium
car)

4.1.7 Summary
A new car is a high cost luxury purchase, and this sets it apart from the majority of retail. Personal
involvement in both the product and the buying process, depends on the degrees of ownership of the
product, and responsibility for the buying; cost of ownership is critical to private buyers, but less
important to the business car user.  The fleet market operates according to the predictable fixed cycle
rationale of business procurement, and its users subject to choice restrictions which to an extent make
demand more predictable, particularly for established models.  The private market is characterised by
less fixed purchase and replacement cycles.  Private buyers' motivation to buy may bring forward or
push back replacement and purchase timing.  The key significance of private replacement cycles and
company cycles is the implications for demand management.  The motivators for each of these
customer types could be harnessed by directed marketing in order to manage demand, in particular
build and delivery dates, for a 3DayCar.  Private buying cycles in particular can be more effectively
managed by individual marketing based on fixed cycle schemes i.e. PCPs/PLPs.
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4.2 The Selection Process
“I’ve always wanted a Ford. My father always had Fords and I like them and I knew they were
reliable.” (F, Co Car)

The dealer is placed at the end of the selection process for many customers.  This is because the
selection process is characterised by a series of stages of decision making prior to a visit to a dealer.
Most of the focus group participants had difficulty in defining stages in their selection and buying
process.

The length of the selection process is determined in part by the buyers' motivation for purchase timing,
as already discussed.  The length of time for consideration for those not operating within a fixed
replacement cycle varies, varies wildly from two hours to six months.  However, the consensus
appeared to be around two months.

Basic Buying Process

Process for private buyers, but outside the framework for company car users outlined earlier, company
users the process will only differ significantly in the actual purchase, 'the deal', which is done by a
third party.

1 Ascertain Budget. “Need to know how much you have to spend at the start. Don’t decide
make at the beginning" (F, small car)

2 Take a Wide look at alternatives. This may be through discreet information gathering, or
through a picture built up since the last purchase.

For many of the group participants, 1 and 2 were not discernible stages that they could relate in
retrospect, even through they had all recently been through the process.

3 Home in on (a few) dealer visits; older customers tend to visit less dealers- a combination of
possible brand loyalty, more certain tastes, less sensitive to price competition; first time
buyers do the most shopping around.

4 Test drive; this will tend to be from a selected range of serious buying options.

5 'Do the Deal': negotiate price, fixed choice and delivery, part exchange and finance.
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4.2.1 Information Gathering
The process of selection through information gathering can be characterised by phases defined by
degree of detail, and is illustrated in figure 2.0 below.

 Figure 2.0

Macro/Environmental Information
This information is ever present, the product of media coverage and advertising spend. This is the
target for high profile car advertising, particularly via TV, the aim being to reinforce brand identity
and saturate the potential customers with high product awareness.  The Carmaker media spend is
focused upon this diluted audience to make the product a household name, so the potential customer
includes the product in any casual list of choices.  Media reporting within the new car market taps
into aspirational customer interest, the product as a lifestyle subject, and more pragmatic concerns as
to product quality, safety and value for money.
“The weekend papers are full of motoring.  The Telegraph’s got a whole section on motoring so
invariably it would be a scan through.  So really it’s updating all the time” (M, small car)

“On TV, and I’m very interested in motors anyway, you know the Motor Show” (M, medium car)4

“Well you’ll see the car on the television, they won’t tell you engine sizes, things like that … you go
for perhaps more technical details from the garage” (M, small
car)

Whilst customers may be rather cynical, the new car advert as entertainment hits the right target as
customers do retain brand and model awareness.  The memorable car advert does create a high 'recall'
rate over competing products, and this 'recall' rate is the way the success of this media spend is

                                                     
4It is worth qualifying these statements by pointing out that focus groups involving discussion on new
cars are likely to attract people interested in cars, but there were several exceptions within the groups;
“I wouldn’t go to the Motor Show, not if you paid me!” (F, small car).
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measured. The general media coverage, for example newspaper coverage, disseminates secondary
information, can be critical and consumer orientated, and feeds off consumer interest and
manufacturer advertising.

Hard information

Specialist Car magazines feed off customer interest in the car lifestyle, and in particular in getting
'impartial' advice from third parties.  This information is sought after information, and is either sales
material, or third party evaluation. The enthusiast or serious potential customer, will obtain this
information by using media, such as the internet, brochures magazines, or approach dealers for
brochures, friends for opinion, and third parties for critical views. Finance houses may also be
approached in order that the customer can ascertain a likely budget.

“Some of the brochures have got good technical stuff in and you can always check this through car
magazines and stuff like that” (M, small car)

“When these new models are coming out, the magazines that deal with them, there’s always a write
up.  Even the Sunday papers they have supplements … and there you get a more true statement” (M,
small car)

 “Some of the people (at work) have had their cars longer so it was kind of longevity about how
comfortable is this car to drive after you’ve been driving in it 9 or 10 months” (F, co. car, high
mileage)

“I went to the web site actually which showed all the specs.  And then I asked them to send me a
brochure by e-mail, which they did” (F, co. car, lower mileage)

The opinions formed within the first two stages are critical to the manufacturer, since they are the
factors that will influence the potential customer before seeking tangible confirmation of choice.  The
dealer does provide information, both in terms of manufacturer brochures and in talking to a potential
customer, but is actually largely left outside this information gathering process.  The customer shortlist
is based upon a process from which the dealer is partially excluded.

Tangibles

Most customers have a need to see the product before they buy, and also need to get some idea of what
they can expect from a part-exchange.  These either confirm or negate decisions already made,
whether the car is what they expected, and whether their budget calculations are correct. These are
areas where the information gathering is personal and first hand.  The car is either spacious or it is not,
the offer made on part exchange is either strong or it is not.  These are areas where the dealer has to be
involved, since in the current system, besides motor shows and glasses guides, inspecting the product
and getting a part exchange quote is the preserve of the dealer.

“You’ve physically got to go to the garage to sit in the car so you might as well go to pick the
information up” (F, small car)

“You’ve got the car in front of you” (F, medium car)

“There’s no substitute for jumping in a car at all” (M, small car)

“I wanted to see the colour on the outside and the interior” (F, medium car)

 “There’s something to be said for actually going into a showroom anyway, or whatever it is,
and feeling and touching and speaking to somebody”  [sic](M, co. car, high mileage)

The importance of seeing the car , and getting an estimated starting price for part exchange is the
prompt for going to the dealership.
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Core Information (deciders)

The core information for purchase includes the test drive, (which will finalise the customer view on
product), and the closing of the deal.

“I was able to take off in the car and drive it around on my own, driving round where I live, I had it
for a morning and I could put it through its paces doing the sort of driving I do all the time” (F,
small car)

“I’d driven a friend’s car and liked it” (M, medium car)

“The main criterion was price.  It’s as simple as that.  We didn’t have a list of cars or anything like
that.  It was just ‘there’s a price'" (M, co. car, lower mileage)

“Cost is critical as far as I’m concerned” (M, medium car)

The deal is a negotiation where the dealer wants closure on the sale, and the customer wants a good
outcome.  The information exchanged at this stage is highly fluid, and will be the bartering of prices
based upon negotiation, or obtaining the exact price based upon final choice of options etc.  The
negotiation stage is further discussed in sections 4.5 and 4.6.

4.2.2 Dealer as an Information Source
Dealer visits are fundamental to finalise choice for private buyer and most company car choosers;

- To see, touch and sit in the cars

- To take a test drive

- And private customers have to finalise the buying deal.

“There’s no point buying a car that you think is wonderful if you can’t drive it!  Also, I’d like to see
the car, the colour and trim. I need to see how big the boot is, and how much room is in the back for
my son” (F, small car)

Although the locality and convenience of dealer locations can prompt earlier visits to pick up
brochures and dealer advice, expectations of actual sales staff and past experience is generally
negative.  Company car drivers are seen as wasting the dealer’s time, since they bring the dealer no
commission.

There is a considerable degree of cynicism over accuracy of information given by dealer staff, which
leads to many placing the dealer visit towards the end of the decision  process rather than towards the
beginning (“you know what you want before you walk in”).
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The Role of the Dealer in the information gathering process can be summarised as below:

Stages in the Information gathering
Process, and role of the dealer

Does not
involve the
Dealer

Can be done
without the
involvement of
the Dealer

Dealer role vital

Macro/Environmental Information
(Need no conscious effort -
absorption)

Seeing cars (on the road)
Pub Talk/Chat
Advertising
TV programmes
Articles/News

%
%
%
%
%

%

Hard Information (Sought after)
Reference magazines
Brochures
Road Tests/Articles
Finance Houses
Friends/Colleagues opinions
(Dealers)
Websites

%
%
%
%
%

%

%

%

% %!!
Tangibles (Currently at the
dealership)
Exterior Aesthetics
Specification Details
PX Valuation
Seat/Driving Comfort
Space

%
%
%
% (Before exam)

%(Simulated)

%
%
%
%
%

Core Information (Deciders)
Test Drive
Negotiated Deal % (remotely through

leasing)

%
%

Why is the Dealer in this situation?

1) Not being taken seriously as a customer

There was a considerable spread of opinion as to the service offered by dealerships in providing
adequate customer information.  There were those who were happy with the service they received, but
a significant element relayed experience of poor service.  In particular was prejudice and attitude to
potential customers.

“It was almost like you had to be the right person for their car” (F, Small Car)

“I went into a Mercedes dealership…and they really put you off wanting to buy a car from them “

(F, Medium Car)
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“I went into a BMW showroom…I could have had one and the guy’s attitude just switched me off
completely” (M, Co. car high mileage )

“They were very arrogant at BMW” (M, Co. car lower mileage)

“I got a shortlist of cars like small Nissans and Peugeots and things, and then proceeded to go to the
dealer to have a look at the car and then get systematically abused by the salesmen”

(M, Medium Car)

2) Distrust of Salesmen

Car dealers have a reputation that may be unreflective of actual experiences. However, certain roles
are expected; estate agents, car dealers and solicitors are commonly considered untrustworthy.
However, this is largely because they are entrepreneurial businesses where the customer feels at a
disadvantage, and where a significant customer expenditure is involved.  The dealer is therefore
considered a necessary evil by many.

“I don’t like car salesmen, I hate to say it but I never will, because I think they’re all rogues”

 (F, Small Car)

“I think they’re less then honest…you get carved up “ (M, Small Car)

“I was more put off by attitudes over the phone and lack of  honest information” (F, Small Car)

“I think I’d trust a computer more than I’d trust a car salesman”  (F, Co.c ar high mileage)

3) Dealerships a Barrier to sales for some customers??

Beyond the issues customers have with salesman attitudes, and customers own negative expectations,
the customer can be exasperated if they feel that once contacted, the dealer does not reciprocate in
following up inquiries.  All these factors can make the dealership a last stop which would rather be
avoided.

“Ford didn’t even get back to me even though I said to them I’ve got a cheque here and can order the
vehicle” (M, Medium Car)

4.2.3 Summary
The relayed length of time for consideration of purchase varied wildly from two hours to six months.
There was a consensus of around two months for this process.  The process can be broken into stages;
budgeting, information gathering, dealer visits, test drive, and finally deal negotiation and part
exchange.  The information gathering process can itself be broken into stages, although it is in part an
unconscious process.  Car advertising plays a fundamental role at this level.  Then hard information is
sought, from manufacturers, specialist magazines, internet and media sources, and to a surprisingly
limited extent, dealers.  The opinions formed in these two stages are critical since they determine the
shortlist for the customer.

The customer then seeks out tangible 'validation' of possible choices, by physically inspecting a
showroom car and taking a test-drive.  Also at this stage the customer may get estimated starting
prices for the part exchange.  The core information that decides the purchase is contained within the
negotiated deal and part exchange, and the negotiation process holds the key to the most vital element,
the value of the purchase.

“They put up barriers to you just going in and buying a car. It would be far better if you could go
and buy it off the shelf like you brought anything else” (M, Small Car)
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Dealers are crucial for the latter stages in the selection process, but as a primary information source
there is much cynicism over the accuracy of information provided by dealer staff.  Consequently the
dealer is placed towards the end of the selection process for the private customer.
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4.3 Understanding Specification Choice
There was a considerable strength of feeling among the groups that increasing the standard
specification on cars can in principle reduce model variants and speed up choice and delivery.
However, there is a wide diversity of preferences on choice, which actually underlines and reinforces
the manufacturers aims in giving the customer what they want.  Determining what that standard
specification is therefore problematic; one person’s necessity is another person’s waste of money.
Beyond model and niche testing, manufacturers spend significant budget on market research on
specification choice, ranging from colour and trim, to drinks holders and luggage restrainers.

Furthermore, diversity in options provides profit opportunity for the manufacturer in distinguishing a
price range for a model, or a model range.  What the customer wants from specification may not fit
with most profitable pricing/options/range mix, and standard specification may not be an avenue
carmakers would want to follow. As in supermarket retail, a low margin on base sales is heavily
compensated for by high margin on the less common items in the mix.

4.3.1 Customer Attitudes to Choice and Standardisation
Whilst there was demand for reduced offer complexity, and standardisation of certain features, this
was offset by a concern over pricing. Customers felt that the benefits of standardis-ation/reduced
complexity would result in higher prices.

We asked the customers to prioritise which options should be standardised, in order to see the
importance of certain product features in customer choice, and it is noticeable that there is maturation
of certain features which were once exceptions but are increasingly common.

Specification choices customers felt
should be standardised

Items where there was
disagreement on whether
they should be standard

Specification choices which
customers felt should not be
standard

Core requirements:-

Safety items

Security items

(Including Central locking)

And popular specifications:-       

PAS

Alloy wheels

Metallic paint

Electric windows

Air con

Stereo systems

Leather seats

Heated seats

Trip computers

Navigation Aids

The core requirements that customers felt should be standard included safety and security features. "I
do so many miles, so wanted the best trade in, and wanted to get the deal as quickly as possible. Volvo
had the car I wanted. I’m not very loyal to brand, but I wouldn’t compromise on safety and security.”
(F, Medium Car)

Central locking was highlighted as a security requirement for women drivers, “Central locking
important for women driving on their own" (F, Medium Car), and customers do not expect basic
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safety items to be an optional extra.  There was also interest in standardising features that are currently
popular, but  are essentially luxury items, and are to an extent subject to fashion - viz alloy wheels.
There was disagreement on non-core features which could be retrofitted and where the customer could
buy a superior non-manufacturer alternative, - viz stereo.  Some accessories were considered new
luxury innovations (viz navigation computers) and/or superfluous for most (heated seats).

So the fundamental qualities customers are looking from in standardisation are personal safety and
extras that were once introduced as luxury items but which are now common, (extras that were
innovations years ago, but now considered old, tried and tested).  Customers expect both when
spending money on a new car.

It is useful to point out that it medium and specialist car buyers tend to be far more brand conscious
than buyers of smaller cars, and this came through strongly in the focus groups, (to the extent that a
BMW owner and a Jaguar owner almost came to blows!!).

4.3.2 Attitudes to Available Choice
As stated, there was considerable interest in reducing the complexity of choice, in bundling more into
a pre-priced package, as many PC vendors do.  In stock push however, bundling does inevitably mean
cars built with options before a customer has bought.  So there would be an interest in 'bundled' pre-set
packages.

“I think new cars ought to be with options built in already. So when you buy a particular vehicle it’s got it
on…then they could be realistic about delivery dates” (F, Medium Car)

“It’s choosing specification against it (availability) isn’t it. It’s alright saying a I want a Fiesta but if all the spec
was in the car, then it would be easier to keep something on the shelf” (F, Small Car)

There is also an element of convenience and simplicity of choice for the customer when faced with
less options. There was also an awareness that certain Japanese manufacturers offer a reduced range,
which is in marked contrast to awareness of the available options on other volume manufacturers,
(which is far short of the actual scale of complexity).

“In the Jeep, everything is in it. I know it made it easier. You don’t have to sit and chat around for half an hour
to decide what you want” (M, Co.car lower mileage)

“I can’t understand why they just can’t make cars that have everything, like the Jap’s’ do”  (F, Co.car high
mileage)

“When you start looking at all the different specifications and colors…an Escort isn’t an Escort, there’s
probably hundreds of specifications”  (M, Small Car)

“Sometimes when you’ve got too much choice, you can’t make up your mind and you end up walking
away” (F, Small Car)

And there appears a case for a dramatically reduced range to break open a market for low cost
standardised product, according to some customers; “The British manufactures are stupid, they
produce so many different stupid models and they’re all stupidly different  Produce one good car with
everything in it and spread the price across the lot”  (M, Small Car)

But even on standardised, limited editions others argued that choices are still compromised and
delivery not necessarily as fast as expected: “Mine was a special offer which was advertised as a
Finesse with standard features, you could get that ready made finish.  So I went for that - why didn’t
they have cars in the four colours?…Why did I have to wait a week?” (F, Small Car)

4.3.3 Colour and Substitution
Frequently cited as an important factor for choice and rejection, colour is crucial to many customers
and is highly susceptible to changes in fashion.  Manufacturers spend Research and Development
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funds on new and attractive colours, and endeavour to offer unique hues.  For example, the metallic
turquoise of Fiat will be unique, and so will the metallic turquoise of Jaguar.

“They’ve got horrible seats.  They’re kind of blue and pink and orange.  A bit vibrant - they look as though
you’ve thrown up on them” (F, co-car, lower mileage)

I had seen the car I wanted in all the colours available … I go to all the various different places that they have
showrooms .. And that’s a long process for me.  I am very affected by colour” (F, medium car)

But colour is actually the most regularly compromised item: "The colour I actually wanted would have
been 12 weeks’ delivery, so I said there’s no way I’m waiting 12 weeks, so I said 'what can I have now?'”  (F,
small car)

The colour, like some other specification details, may be an ideal choice, part of the choices made
prior to actually going to a dealership, before entering into negotiation.  As such they form part of the
negotiation levers to be used by dealer and customer.  It would appear from the groups that colour
substitution was far less common in the specialist car market, because the product is more likely to be
made to order, and less likely to actively negotiate on specification.

4.3.4 Customisation
We didn't want people to imagine a customised new car as a  'Wacky Races' product, a lumbering gas
guzzler with giant wheels, huge fins, visible stripey horns, with an undercharged engine and a VW
logo emblazoned on the front; "You’ve seen my customised car outside.  It's got furry dice!" (M, small
car).  Conscious that in asking people about customising a car they tend to envisage home made
monstrosities, we were quite careful to explain what we meant by this!

In terms of unique customisation of their car, differentiation was most felt to be based on product
exterior, on colours and wheels.  These seem superficial but are the most obvious departure points to
all but technical car enthusiasts.

I wouldn’t  have minded adding options to make the car a bit different, well I did consider  having alloy wheels”
(M, Small Car)

But there appeared no real drive to have a ‘different car’ to others by adding features, and most of
those interviewed were happy with a standard specification.

There was some sense of extended delivery times curbing the specification of extras, and so an interest
in derivative ranges which allow people to choose nearest to ideal out of stock.  For some there’s too
much choice already, and this excessive range slows down the process, and confuses the buyer.

To many, with experience of other products such as furniture, bespoke product equals high price, and
so was of little interest, certainly in the volume market.

“If you could have it built to you specification, it’s going to bump the price up, because everybody’s
going to have a variation on a theme…the cost would be prohibitive”   (F, Small Car).

However, there was a minority belief that the industry should move to producing mass customised,
bespoke product.  Some showed interest in customising in a build to order scenario.

4.3.5 Summary
Customers in the groups felt that the cost benefits of a less confusing range of choices would be offset
by higher prices.  When asked to prioritise specifications they thought could be standardised, they
focused upon safety and security features, such as airbags and central locking.  Next most important
were features that were once considered luxury and innovative but are now considered both popular
and commonplace, such as electric windows. All the above specifications were expected on a new car.

“In this day and age you should be able to design your own car”  (F, Small Car)
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However, there were many luxuries and personal specification choices that which were considered too
varied to be standard, such as navigation aids.  There was tangible interest in reducing complexity of
choice, in bundling more into pre-priced packages.  However, substitution of choice against price and
availability was common, the most obvious being colour, which is commonly rated as the most
important specification detail, but is the most subject to compromise.  Customisation was seen as
confusing to many, although there was some interest in customising in build to order.
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4.4 Dealer View on the Customer and 3DayCar
4.4.1 Dealer View on Customer  Requirements
Whilst the dealer is placed at the end of the information gathering and decision process for many
customers, the role of the dealer is crucial to the private buyer, although in the current climate this is
being seriously challenged.  The service that the dealer provides for the private customer essentially
revolves around looking at and testing the product, and negotiating the deal, which includes for many
the trade-in.  Within the dealer workshop, and a later questionnaire survey of dealers, the participants
were offered a similar line of questions, and the responses can be compared with those of the
customer.

The following table demonstrates that volume car customers are seen by dealers to be far less specific
about the product they wish to buy when entering a dealership than luxury and company car
customers, even though a significant proportion of the customer types are not totally specific.
Furthermore, many luxury and company customers often do not have a fixed specification in mind
when they buy.  It is apparent that whilst many leave going to a dealership until late in the information
and decision process, the volume buyer tends to be more flexible on specification than the other two
sectors.  This has a significance not only for build to order in terms of specifying a product at
purchase, but also in terms of how they buy.  Negotiation and compromise is analysed in more detail
in sections 4.5 and 4.6 but this lack of definite specification goes hand in hand with attitudes to value
as balanced against specification.

Figure 4 : Role of the Dealer in assisting the
customer in buying a new car

PHYSICAL
EXAMINATION

OF CAR
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DEAL

TEST DRIVE

INFORMATION
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 PART EXCHANGE
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Dealer
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demonstrating
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product

Dealer
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demonstrator
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and brochures
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negotiator,
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part exchange

Dealer as
order
processor and
tracker
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taking used
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as custodian of
customer order
and delivery, -
logistics function
Dealer as vendor:
final check point
for quality
control, including
legal
‘roadworthiness’
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Question: Which of the following customer types are able to specify most clearly the exact make
model and detailed specification they want when buying a new car? Base: 191 responses.

Very Specific Least Specific

Company 43% 40% 6% 5% 6%

Private Volume 9% 22% 45% 17% 7%

Private Specialist 49% 36% 12% 2% 1%

Source: 3DayCar NFDA Survey, December 1999

Several participants in the dealer workshop group emphasised that there is less brand loyalty in the
volume market, and so customers may browse more in order to finalise choice.  Furthermore the final
choice is subject to what the dealer can offer, and what the customer can bargain.

4.4.2 Changing Customer Needs
The perception of customers by dealers within the group emphasised changing requirements. First, the
customer is becoming more demanding regarding information.

A new generation of customers is emerging which, empowered by e commerce, expects greater
transparency in the process and is more impatient; the ‘Aggressive Passive’ customer type – i.e. unlike
current passive customers and active negotiators.  This new customer will aggressively demand lower
prices and better deals, but will be uncomfortable with one on one haggling for example, partly due to
lack of transparency, partly due to time and hassle factors, and so will demand other retail models.
One alternative highlighted was the emergence of more simplistic retail  - orientated channels such as
the Daewoo programme.  They felt older customers were inclined to spend longer on the buying
process than the younger customer, partly because they are time-rich, but also because of a different
attitude to buying.

It was expected that demand for online banking and finance will increase, and that this would be
reflected in increased speed of finance deal completion, fund transfers, and customer demand for a
wider offer of financial products from the dealer, not franchise packages only.

Also, a change is foreseen to occur over the next decade in terms of income and spending patterns: a
shift away from current consumer demand to a new mix of spending.  There was debate over the level
of desirability of cars for a younger generation, and a suggestion that to younger consumers having the
right car is less important than a holiday or clothes; “young people are not as interested in cars as our
generation” (dealer, large dealer group).  Subsequently, there was expectation that there would be
further segmentation of market, between owning, leasing 'mobility' models of integrated transport and
leasing services such as car pools.  There was some debate over the issue of ownership, but a
proportion expected an increased niche of car buying based on less emotional ownership: the key
responses focused upon the car being more commonplace, workmanlike, and less glamorous.  This
view from UK dealers is reflected in JD Power research carried out in the US market: the so called
'Generation X' age group (20-34 years, 57m, 21% of US population) "tends to be better educated, more
price conscious, willing to lease, and less willing to buy domestic vehicles"(US Sales Satisfaction
study, JD Power, 1998).  There was disagreement on the significance of car ownership, between those
who predicted an increase in leasing or multi-travel leasing, and those who saw car ownership to be
about acquisition and ownership of the product; “Ownership of a car is not about use, it is about
owning the product as a fashion accessory".  It could be argued then that there would be segmentation
between pure functionality demand into forms of leasing, and ownership as lifestyle brand ‘badge’.

The existence of the dealer in the future was a very pertinent issue and several roles were suggested as:

•  A facilitator in the buying process and after sales
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•  A ‘travel agent’ and ‘multi-leasing’ facilitator

•  A manager of the product lifecycle through to and including recycling, and the customer lifecycle
in providing the local ‘brand’ presence

The impact of the Internet (see Section 4.9) or the dealer role was a major factor which should be
married with the above potential roles.

Many felt that the dealer had a key role for the customer in terms management of product lifecycle
where cars become more recyclable and the customer would have contact point, and customer
lifecycle in providing the local 'brand' presence.  In terms of overall customer demand there was an
expectation of fewer cars on the road, (although against historical trends), and of smaller cars, which
would occur alongside longer life vehicles.  There was a consideration of the impact of the wider
debate over social pressures against increased car use as set against customer demand, which comes
down to a political compromise and conflict between the rights of individual against the rights of
society as a whole.  Constraints on car use via market mechanisms were raised as an issue that could
impact on future demand, but there were questions over conversion to public transport since car use
was deemed too successful to manage.

The premium brands are seen to have increasing manufacturer global brand power in the eyes of the
customer.

The role of the company car market and the pricing debate in the UK was considered central to
changing customer expectations.  If there were to be a convergence on the price paid by fleets for new
cars and the price paid through bulk discounts available to dealers, then they expected a great increase
in private leasing at the expense of the company car market.

In terms of customer use of the product, there was further debate on the value of used product if the
product were a short-life vehicle.  Lifecycle management of the product may change nature of
ownership and replacement cycles, although there was suggestion that a short-life vehicle could
actually become an infinitely rebuildable vehicle, thus greatly extending basic vehicle life.  In this
wider scenario, the dealer is a facilitator for transport and mobility needs of private customers based
upon an imagined offer of a customised car for temporary use that could be ‘rebuilt’ or ‘re-
modularised’ for the next customer.

4.4.3 Dealer View of 3DayCar Customer Requirements
With regard to a 3DayCar, dealers anticipated concerns over brand management, since even in the
volume market the current marketing is designed to achieve desirability of product through the
customer seeing the new car as a crafted and tested product that takes time to produce.  There was
concern over the effect on brand, which was thought may suffer if management of a 3DayCar offer is
handled in the wrong way.  Build to order  is universally expected to take some time.

The issue of selling and customer down payment for build to order were raised, particularly over the
inability of customers to change their mind once the product is ordered: how would this be handled in
a salesman situation?  For many kinds of sales commitment there is a mandatory ‘cooling off’ period
to discount bad practice and pressured selling, where there is no ability to change once the car is
ordered; how would miss-selling impact on customers, customer perception and brand image? 7 days
was considered an ideal period for the customer, including a ‘cooling off’ period of 3 or 4 days. A
cooling off’ period, to allow for change of mind on specification, and  to sort out finance etc, would be
needed.  This is a critical issue, and experience of factory orders brought home the need to make sure
that the customer was satisfied that the deal was right for them before committing a deposit.
Furthermore, the 3Day window raised concerns about the processing of funding and part exchange.
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There were concerns about the implied time allowed for hand-over and delivery: there must be scope
for full quality checking, giving confidence in offering such a product to the customer.  The customer
rates quality of product, in particular reliability and safety, as critical.

Some customer would not be able to ‘touch and feel’ the car they were going to buy prior to payment
if it was built -to -order.  However, as is the case currently, most cars are sourced from distribution
centres and showroom cars/demonstrators allowing customers to see/touch the product.

The Volume car market would be the main segment to whom a 3DayCar would be sold, particularly
small car buyers.  There was no expected demand from the luxury/executive car market.  However, in
a 3DayCar survey taken through the NFDA, the dealers sampled appeared to suggest that the luxury
car customers would be most interested in express build-to-order.  However, this specialist market
could be understood in the context of an express build to order as a premium service, rather than these
customers being the most interested in getting their car quickly.  This perception is reflected in the
customer expectations of express build to order as an expensive option, rather than a supply system for
all customers.

A key issue for the dealers was a consideration of customer lifestyle and convenience requirements.
Dealers stressed that a 3DayCar may not fit into a convenient schedule for a customer, and so the
customer may want a 20-day car.  This should not be seen as a problem: the 3DayCar would prefer a
gradient of build to delivery times, and it would be a matching of needs if this met requirements for
customer convenience.  As to the question of whether the customer wants a short lead – time, dealers
thought that it may be part of the customer offer but is not necessarily what is wanted from the
3DayCar, from a customer perspective.  This perceived lack of interest is balanced by an appreciation
that quickly sourcing from 3DayCar production would be very different from sourcing from stock, in
terms of the offer to the customer, whether the customer appreciated that fact immediately or not!

However, customers would react to increased choice very favourably, so long as this did not raise the
price of the basic offer to the customer; they assumed lower prices, with cost savings passed on.  The
groups had concerns about customer reaction to 3DayCar on the basis of residual values.  There was a
view that customers may be dissuaded from customising to exact specification, and instead start
tailoring specification to maintain residual values. If the process were shortened, dealers felt that there
would be better predictability of trade-in prices.  They argued that if residual values can be quoted
with more confidence, then Dealers can quote higher residual values with less risk.  However, there is
a possible marketing pitfall here, in terms of customer perception, if customers wished to place orders
far ahead.

While this is a significant advantage of the 3DayCar, it can be a marketing problem for customers who
are attracted to order their vehicle at a considerable period ahead in order to gain price discount
offered by the manufacturer to manage demand on the factory.  This price discount could well be
negated by the lower trade-in value offered by the dealer than if the used car was to become available
immediately.

Some dealers expressed concern at the loss of impulse purchase from the forecourt would reduce
customer purchases and thus reduce the market – especially if there are no discounted bargains to be
had.  This concern over the loss to customers of discounting and bargains is shown in section 4.6 to be
a very real one.

In selling 3DayCar to the customer, dealers emphasised convenience as the key selling point, and
would sell it as the ‘car you want, when you want’ – this is key and suggests convenience for the
customer is the crucial time factor, rather than 3 or 7 days.

4.4.4 Summary
Dealers thought that volume car customers are seen by dealers to be far less specific about the product
they wish to buy when entering a dealership.  Furthermore, many luxury and company customers often
do not have a fixed specification in mind when they buy.  Several participants in the dealer workshop
group emphasised that there is less brand loyalty in the volume market, and so customers may browse
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more in order to finalise choice.  Furthermore the final choice is subject to what the dealer can offer,
and what the customer can bargain.

Dealers thought that customers are becoming more demanding regarding quality of information,
simplicity of purchase process, and transparency of pricing.  There was an expectation of increased
use of online banking and finance, which would be reflected in demand for a wider offer of financial
products from the dealer, over and above the in-house franchise 'branded' schemes.  Further
segmentation of the market was anticipated between mobility packages and outright ownership.
Despite concerns over the importance to the customer of the dealer in selling new cars, the value of a
local customer contact point was seen as a key customer demand.

Dealers had concerns over customer perception of a 3DayCar, and thought it may devalue and
demystify the product and brand.  The group thought that customers would need a 'cooling off' period
in which to consider their order, prior to order fixing, in order for a deposit to be made in good faith.
This cooling off period would be at least 4 days, so give the customer a 7 day process for order to
delivery.  The private volume customer was seen as the interested target for the 3DayCar, and
convenience was rated higher than short lead time, in giving the customer 'the car they want, when
they want'.
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4.5  Attitudes to the Dealer and to Negotiation
“They just keep on phoning, keep phoning, and I say ‘well I want to think about it, I’m not sure, not
really sure.”(F, Small Car)

4.5.1 Price Focus
Amongst private buyers, price is critical.  This focus is channelled on either the deal/amount to be paid
in total, or upon budgeted monthly payments.  The primary motivations here are seeking value for
money, and getting the right product features at the right price.

Negotiators appear to be in a minority, and there was some interest expressed in fixed prices,
(whatever that means in practice), but other variables in the buying process diluted any potential
advantages gained.

Company car buyers are largely unaffected by price except by price ceilings, and for many the
monthly budget was lease related.  It must be emphasised that the media highlighted disparity between
UK and European Pricing was raised by all focus groups members, company and private, and critical
of UK pricing policies.

•  As stated, customer focus on price varied between monthly budget ;“Price wasn’t really an issue
for me, because I looked at the monthly payment and whatever money I had to put in” (M,
Medium Car); “I don’t want to know (detail), I just want to know physically how much am I going
to pay each month” (F, Small Car);

•  Consideration with purchase value of the overall value over the ownership cycle; “Cost  is critical
as far as I’m concerned, also value for money” (M, Medium Car);

•  And for many, if they have decided to buy a new car want to get the latest specification, partly in
order for the car to hold better value over ownership cycle, i.e. better residual value; “It wasn’t
just the price it was more value for money.  There was no point buying something slightly cheaper
than the rest if it’s got a lot less spec” (M, Small Car).

4.5.2 Price Negotiation
The attitude of customers towards price negotiation splits between those who go into the process ready
and willing to negotiate, and those for whom the process is one they would rather avoid.

Non Negotiators

This group dislike negotiating, and often get others involved; “I took my brother along, he’s a
Manager and I said please come with me because I feel quite threatened” (F, Medium Car)

“I don’t like pressure selling, I hate it and I don’t want anybody to do it to me.  It was as if I was going
to be this guy’s’ only customer of the week and why didn’t I want to sign on the dotted line. I said I
wanted to talk it over with my husband, which was true, but I was thinking of something to say.  He
said, ‘If you sign up now we can see what else we can do and I thought no, that’s not nice, I don’t like
that at all.  But as far as pricing goes, I did get a better price once I took my husband, who was really
angry by this point.”

Many tend to be, or rather feel that they are, poor negotiators and tend to 'show their hands
immediately.  These buyers do not see the point in negotiating, since they feel that they are no match
against the professional salesman, or, that any deal is an artificial one, in which no real bargain can be
made; “If you get a good deal on the car they don’t take your other car for as much, so it’s swings and
roundabouts” (F, Medium Car)

Those who dislike negotiating enter the process unable or unwilling to actively negotiate:

“I hate haggling” (F, Small Car); “Negotiating just gives me a bad feeling. I think it devalues the
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product. I just thinks it cheapens the whole process.” (F, Medium Car)

“It just gives me a bad feeling” (F, Small Car) ;“It’s embarrassing” (F, Medium Car) ; “You can try
to sell my wife anything.  She was the one that did the bargaining.  She was brought up by gypsies I
think” [sic] (M, Small Car)

And others simply have no interest in negotiating when the product is highly utilitarian;

" I just can’t be bothered haggling it’s a waste of time” (F, Small Car)

“I don’t like it. I just like them to say right that’s what it’s going to cost you a month, and I can say yes
or no” (F, Small Car)

 However, it is important to stress that non negotiators will still spot a good deal when it is offered in
an 'official' or structured way, such as through a marketing promotion on a finance package;

“I was just trying to get a better deal.  You don’t want to feel that you are being done.  You are faced
with quite a good deal.  The interest rate on finance was quite good.  I still felt I should be haggling a
bit more”

As non-negotiators, they do not change position to barter, but compromise based upon suggestion,
(and as such are very responsive to clear, structured marketing offers).  These customers have a
dislike of sales pressure/confrontation, and often feel threatened by the dealer negotiation process.
They don’t feel a match for the professional, and go into price negotiation with an attitude that 'you
can’t win anyway'.

We asked a sample of dealers about customer distrust of the current buying process, and amongst our
sample there was a considerable agreement that this was a problem.  This is a result of underlying
attitudes to dealers, to media focus upon UK pricing, customer attitudes to UK prices and as discussed
above, a dislike of some customers of negotiating.  This distrust will naturally include negotiators and
non-negotiators.

Question: The current sales process is distrusted by a large proportion of potential customers.

Strongly Agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly Disagree
11% 47% 9% 31% 2%

Source: 3DayCar NFDA Member Survey, December 1999

Negotiators

These customers like to deal and haggle, are confident in their own ability, and crucially,
UNDERSTAND NEGOTIATING LEVERS.

"What they want is for you to make a decision, offer them a deal; they want to close the deal, that is
what they want." (M, medium car)

The negotiating customer understands how to bargain, understands the timing of making an offer
during negotiation, spotting the moment to close to get a good result for both parties. They do not go
into the process with a fixed list of requirements, because this does not allow for negotiation;

"If you go to a dealer and say I want a Golf GTi, it’s got to be silver, it’s got to have a CD and I want
da-de-da, then you’ve got your pants down” (F, Medium Car)

An aggressive negotiator will be far less likely to take an offered package, and look to maximising the
value of the purchase by taking control of the process, offering the dealer a package in return.
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“I looked to get a deal. I must admit I’m quite a negotiator” (F, Medium Car)

“No I don’t mind negotiating at all. They either take what I say or go without” (F, Small Car)

However, negotiators will notice when to close when made a good offer in return;

“…so I said no deal. He said if you go up £250 you can have the next model up and it should be £750
dearer. So that’s what I did” (F, Small Car)

 “You can come to no harm, you just say that’s ridiculous” (M, Small Car)

“I was not put under pressure from any salesman at all. I’ve been in sales before so I know” (M,
co.car lower mileage)

And for some, negotiating is an enjoyable part of the buying process;

"I like haggling. You can have a lot of fun with it. Lots of cups of coffee and them being nice to you!"
(M, small car)

In summary, for negotiators, the motivations are:

•  actually getting a good deal,

•  the challenge of negotiating with the dealer,

•  the sense of 'winning something', (no matter how small),

•  and the 'taking control' of the buying process.

4.5.3 Fixed Prices
Fixed prices here were not specifically defined, but broadly suggest a single offered price excluding
negotiation.  They could include flexible fixed prices open to all buyers; the moderator did not suggest
decoupling the trade-in from new sale.  The groups were universally initially generally positive, but on
consideration, because the decoupling of trade-in was not suggested, there was some scepticism
regarding the benefit of fixed pricing in a part-exchange situation.

“Well if they did that they’d just vary your trade-in wouldn’t they. There would be some flexibility
somewhere” (F, Small Car)

For some, current dealer methods bolster the “bad name” of the industry, and there was demand for a
greater transparency in pricing; “If you go to a shop you know exactly what you’ve got to pay, but with
cars they negotiate slightly differently..  But as you say you never find out what the final price is”
(M, Small Car).

“Everybody likes to think they’re getting a good deal but somehow I think it would be fairer if that was
just the price for everyone” (F, Medium Car)

"If you go into PC World the price is there…you go into a Ford Dealership and say how much is that?
(they say) how much do you want to spend..? You know, XXXX off, give me the price” (M, Small Car)

There appears to be a need for greater transparency.  This does not mean that the dealer should put the
wholesale price and his incentives on display, as is common in the US market.  However, it rather
suggests that there is interest in a base price, separate from the part exchange, which may be flexible.
But the flexibility should be in terms of an ordered single price, visible and offered to all potential
customers.
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4.5.4 Summary
Price is the key decider for most customers, since it both frames the decision to buy, and the choice
made.  Customer price consideration varies from those who are looking for a monthly cost figure and
those who are more concerned about the overall lifecycle value, for whom the specifications required
are expected to maintain a good residual price.

However, the approach to buying differed between those who were keen negotiators and those who
were not.  Non-negotiators are poor negotiators, unwilling or unable to actively bargain a deal, due to
mistrust and lack of faith in this process of buying; they are however, very responsive to clear,
structured marketing offers, pre-packaged deals conveyed in an 'official' way.  Negotiators like to deal
and haggle, and crucially do understand negotiating levers; they prefer to take control of the buying
process and make an offer to the dealer.

All participants viewed a more fixed or universal pricing policy with scepticism over the value of such
an offer given that part exchange is tied into the new car price.  It is clear that even putting aside the
issue of trade in, there is demand for flexibility in the pricing to satisfy negotiators and non-
negotiators.
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4.6 Compromise and Price Negotiation
JD Power categorised four brackets of consumer type in the US market;

•  'Armed unfriendlies', who come to the dealership armed with information because they don't trust
dealers, which makes up the largest proportion of new vehicle buyers, who look for dealerships
that hold large stocks (US market); prefer Japanese products, particularly Mazda, Subaru, and
Honda;

•  'Low involved pragmatists' who are practical about their vehicles and don't want to spend much
time shopping around, who are drawn to dealerships that are conveniently located; are orientated
towards US domestic products, particularly Buick, Jaguar, Hyundai, Lincoln and Saturn;

•  'Relationship Seekers', who tend to be brand conscious and dealer loyal, rely heavily on dealership
personnel , and upon the reputation of the dealership as well as their own experience of it;
particularly Porsche, Cadillac, Jaguar, and Land Rover;

•  'Highly Involved Deal Seekers', who spend a long time gathering information, visiting dealerships
and looking for a good deal; these differ from the 'armed unfriendlies' by being very
knowledgeable about the product offered, but also go to a dealer with large stock, (US Market),
attractive financing  and willingness to provide credit; prefer imports, Infiniti, BMW, Audi,
Mitsubishi, Acura.  (JD Power, July 1999)

US Customers, JD Power 1999 Source : JD Power, 1999

Armed Unfriendlies 33%

Low-Involved Pragmatists 24%

Relationship Seekers 25%

Highly Involved Deal Seekers 18%

The 'armed unfriendlies' and 'low involved pragmatists' in the UK are orientated towards the volume
market; in our study these can be seen as the passive customers and those that are not very interested
in the product, plus the volume segment negotiators.

'Relationship Seekers' are very much orientated towards the specialist/luxury market, and are engaged
customers, neither passive nor aggressive.  The 'highly involved deal seekers' in the UK make up the
smaller proportion of negotiators in both the volume and specialist/luxury sectors who put a large
effort into information gathering in order to secure a good deal.

The armed unfriendlies and deal seekers looking for large dealer stocks are represented in the UK
market by those aggressively looking for a deal, and will include a higher proportion of negotiators.

4.6.1 Compromise on choice
Customers, particularly volume private customers, will compromise on specifications for price
discounts.  This is a problem for the concept of a 3DayCar.  The price discount negotiated is in large
degree based upon the need to sell cars built to stock.

Specialist Car Choice compromises

Specialist Car buyers are sold with low stock availability. There is far less stock-push, and a large
proportion is built to order.  When the customer is presented with options, the waiting time is therefore
a key determinant in the customer decision; the customer either accepts the delivery date for a factory
order, and gets the exact specification he requires: “I think they said ours would be a minimum of 12
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weeks, but it was personally built once you get all your specifications…it’s really built for you”
(F, medium car).

Or the buyer changes brand and looks for an alternative; “There was a six-month wait for the BMW I
was considering while the Mercedes was only 3 months so I wasn’t prepared to wait 6 months for a
car”(M, co. car, high mileage).

Volume Market

For volume cars the decision making is more convoluted.  The customer can either accept a delivery
date for a factory order, which is far less common in the UK for a volume product, or can change
brands, which is common for volume brands, since brand is intrinsically less of an issue for volume
car purchases than for Specialists.

"I would have compromised on the make. You see I'm not very loyal to brands." (F, medium car).

Or the customer can compromise on a stock vehicle, whether held at the dealer or a distribution centre;
"Once you've gone through the process, it's much harder to say no because you have to go back to the
beginning again" (F, Medium Car).

Compromise on Specification

"The model I got was being deleted, so it was on offer, so the colour was okay" (M, medium car)

Colour ranks very highly on customer specification requirements but is the feature most commonly
compromised.  This level of substitution makes understanding real demand extremely difficult.  The
customer requirements are very flexible, particularly in the private volume market; “I wanted leather
but I settled for cloth … and I had to take one of them without electric windows but I wasn’t
particularly bothered even about that”   (M, Medium Car).

Some customers will actively drive down the specifications rather than compromise because of
availability; “I only put one thing on my car, I said ‘that’s all I want on top of your standard spec.” ;
“If you’re asking for standard specification, no extras, it should be there within a week.” ; “There is
too much choice I think” ; Of course, customers are very likely to trade up on specification  “I
compromised on price. A new model came out with more spec” ;  “I wanted the green car, it had to
move into another month.”

We went back to dealers and asked that of three customer groups, company car buyers, private volume
and private specialist customers, which group is most likely to compromise on specification in order to
obtain a price discount or saving, and the results are shown in the table below.

Very Likely Likely Maybe Unlikely Very Unlikely

Company Purchase 5% 14% 14% 18% 49%

Private Volume 31% 41% 20% 4% 4%

Private Specialist/ Luxury 2% 12% 22% 30% 35%

Question: For each of the new customer types, indicate your opinion on the willingness of
each to compromise on preferred specification, in exchange for some form of discount or
price saving. [Sample: 197 Dealers. Source: 3DayCar NFDA member survey, December 1999].
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4.6.2 Buying From Stock
“What worries me is if you’re going to buy a new car, and it’s been out in the field for about six,
twelve months, which some of them do, okay, it may not have been driven but it’s aged” (F, Medium
Car)

There is awareness of ageing stock amongst consumers.  And this knowledge of ageing stock raises
concerns about product quality. It adds further to the customer demands for discounts.  Not only is the
product possibly no longer carrying the latest specification, but may be considered damaged by
storage, and as such prompts concerns over residual value and desirability of the car.  Stocking of
product in the UK on the whole has moved away from forecourt stock as is common in the US market,
but the customer is aware of distribution centres, and of periods of oversupply.

“You see these places where they store them & there are thousands and thousands all sitting there,
you know every make and model”    (M, Co.car high mileage)

“You see these acres of cars at XXXX” (F, Medium Car)

However, the distribution centre and selling from stock is an effective measure to maximising the
efficiencies of a stocked system.  The compound stock performs well for the customer and dealer,
allows greater choice within a short delivery time. In effect this is the current 3DayCar;

“I’ve learned from my mistakes and I chose one that they’ve got in stock .. You don’t want to be
messing around” (M, Small Car)

“If you’re prepared to have a four door rather than a two door, you can have that next week”    (M,
Small Car)
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The problem for the 3DayCar is that customers are used to fast supply from a distribution centre,
without build-to-order.

4.6.3 Compromise is made attractive to the customer
“I tried the car. It was the wrong colour, and I told the guy, and I haggled fifteen hundred pounds off
the list price of the car” (M, medium car)

The customer can compromise on specification which cuts the lead-time.  Price is the critical factor
and more important to many than matched specification. In a stock-push system, the customer gets the
car cheaper by compromising and accepting stock which is offered at a discount.  More significantly,
because this system creates stocking issues, and has done so for so long, the customer expects this
discount.  The customer being knowledgeable and demanding can take advantage of this situation and
get hold of product at a discount through negotiation on stock vehicles.

So, the current scenario actually favours buying from stock, particularly for volume cars.  The
customer has been conditioned by the marketing of a stock push system to have no interest in build-to-
order for volume cars.  And, although never explicitly, in a stock-push system, the customer gets the
car cheaper than the manufacturers intended price by compromising and accepting stock which is
offered at a discount. This is a critical issue to overcome, and the expectation of discount will have to
be satisfied some other way in a build to order system.

4.6.4 Summary
The 'armed unfriendlies' and 'deal seekers' identified in the US market who go out looking for large
dealer stocks, are represented in the UK market by those aggressively looking for a deal, and will
include a higher proportion of negotiators.

Customers, particularly volume private customers, will compromise on specifications for price
discounts. Consequently, the volume car customer is far less likely to order a build to order car than
the specialist customer, who is prepared to wait.  The level of product substitution (of derivative,
colour and options) at the dealer is hard to measure, because substitution is an accepted part of the
negotiating and selling process.  For example, colour ranks very highly on customer specification
requirements but is the feature most commonly compromised.  This level of substitution makes
understanding real demand extremely difficult.  Given that the customer requirements are
subsequently very flexible, particularly in the private volume market, convincing a customer to build
to order is going to be a major hurdle for moving  to a 3DayCar scenario.  The key point is that
customers use availability and specification as negotiating levers, and compromise to obtain discounts
or upgraded specification to obtain 'value for money'.

The problem for the 3DayCar is that customers are aware of stock in distribution compounds and this
awareness of stock motivates customers to look for discounts, and that customers are used to fast
supply from a distribution centre, without build-to-order.  Because this system creates stocking issues,
and has done so for so long, the customer expects this discount; the customer being knowledgeable
and demanding can take advantage of this situation and get hold of product at a discount through
negotiation on stock vehicles.

So, the current scenario actually favours buying from stock, particularly for volume cars.  The
customer has been conditioned by the marketing of a stock push system to have no interest in build-to-
order for volume cars.  And, although never explicitly, in a stock-push system the customer gets the
car they want via some minor compromises at a discount.
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4.7 Order to Delivery Times (1): Actual and Ideal order to delivery times
Current order to delivery times measures known are actual waiting times, and customer 'willingness to
wait' times. A 3DayCar measure by dealers of time customers typically prepared to wait, as interpreted
by dealers, is shown in the graph below.  ICDP data shows the same trends in the volume and
specialist markets.  Volume customers are the least prepared to wait, on the whole buying from stock
which is made attractive through incentives.  The company user is more prepared to wait than the
private owner for the similar product, because it is not being bought or owned by the user, and the user
will not be left without transport.  The specialist customer will wait for a product that is not utilitarian,
but a luxury.

So, company car users are not particularly concerned with getting the new car on time, ('signifiers' like
registration change is an exception), since they will be provided with a car between giving up the
previous car and the delivery of the new one. “As far as I am concerned, the only people who are
going to benefit are the leasing company.  Rather than a discount for lateness, I would rather see an
additional spec” (M, Co Car).  This also demonstrates the relationship between the user and company
fleet buyer, and why the company sale is less likely to compromise on specification.  The fleet buyer
will negotiate the prices, and range of choice; for many users this choice, whether a list or a price
range, is non-negotiable.  Therefore the user will maximise budget, and the buyer has already
negotiated on a bulk purchase mix.

Question: How long is each customer type typically prepared to wait for a new car (from order
placement to delivery)?  Base: 185 responses.

Willingness to
wait

Less
than
1 week

Between
1 and 3
weeks

Between 3
and 6

weeks

Between 6
and 12
weeks

Over 12
weeks

Company 2% 23% 39% 31% 5%

Private Volume 9% 43% 34% 12% 2%

Private Specialist 1% 8% 29% 36% 27%

Source: 3DayCar NFDA Survey, December 1999

We asked Dealers to consider customer waiting times. Private volume customers will wait longer than
company users, and private specialist customers are willing to wait the longest.  The implications of
extended delivery dates are more of a disincentive for volume customers than company customers,
since it affected private customer ownership cycles, whilst company employees neither own the car
nor will be without a car.  This fits with the responses in the focus groups.

“25 weeks waiting takes the edge off buying the new car” (F, medium car)

“Why do you have to wait? When you see these acres of cars?” (F, small car)

4.7.1 Extended Delivery Dates
Long lead times has implications for the Private Buyer, so who will therefore be inclined to buy from
stock. There are pressures on a private customer to exchange the old car for the new, once a decision
has been made to buy.

Whilst the customer is waiting for the new product the resale value of the trade-in is dropping.  The
reliability of the old product is stretched since the product may be out of manufacturers warranty or
coming close to first MOT.  In this way, key thresholds for the customer are crossed, and for many this
has direct implications on ownership, i.e. PCP costs, etc.  Some may have no alternative transport, for
example the focus group participant who had lost her job, and had to have the car by a certain date
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since her company car was going to go with the job;  [“company car was going with the job (made
redundant) so 4 weeks was exactly right” (F, medium car)].

For many private buyers who have the money set aside for purchase of a new car, there is the inability
to satisfy impulse to buy.  For Company car drivers the pressures are less, (other cars will be
available), but there may well be mileage penalties, and there is still the desire for the new car.  So
whilst long or delayed delivery adds pressures to private volume customers, it is more of an
inconvenience and disappointment to company users.

Medium Cars

"16 weeks – don’t remember being discussed" (F, medium car)

"I bought from the forecourt – it was already there."(F, medium car)

"3 to 4 months" (F, medium car)

Small Cars

"I could get the car when I wanted it, so long as I wasn't fussy about the colour" (M)

"Mine was a week, but I would have liked it a bit earlier, simply because I'm impatient" (F)

"10 days, a fortnight, not a problem" (M)

"It was on promotion. I expected there to be loads of them out there. I had to wait a week for it to be
brought from the storage place, washed and cleaned and whatever. It's not as if it’s a BMW, its just a
Ford Finesse. What were  they doing that took a week?"(M)

"They've got central depots. But you don’t get a complex car. Its as bad as furniture" (M)

Company Cars
"I think that there is expectation (to wait) with cars" (F, Co Car)

"It’s a fairly regular thing, organised by the guys upstairs. They just tell me when its coming." (M, Co
Car)
The most critical factor for many was being given genuine dates for delivery, and being given sensible
information if delays occur, as a customer service (as found in other sectors). If this fails the customer
is usually very unimpressed;

"If we'd been sat here five years ago, I think the tale would have been different.  I think that dealers
have really got their act together with delivery.  Manufacturers have imposed…service standards are
being driven through" (M, Medium Car)

"I don't know when your car is coming, the factory is shut. It's worse than being lied to. Sorry mate,
we're shut!!" (M, Medium Car)

4.7.2 Ideal Timing
When confronted with the question of ideal timing, there was a considerable spread of opinion, but
company car drivers are generally more comfortable with longer delivery times, typically around 2
months, whilst private motorists mostly talked in terms of a week or two.

Very short lead times, although common in the volume market because of sourcing from stock, were
controversial to the groups of customers we spoke to.  The customer attitude to stock is complex, some
want to be satisfied through instant gratification, by picking up a car from the forecourt.

“I would have liked to have driven it away or gone to pick it up the next day rather than having to wait
a week” (F, small car)
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Whilst some will wait, depending on their view of buying from stock, which holds less interest for a
non-private driver; “If I was to go to a garage and they said yes we’ll have it with you by next week,
I’d be sitting there even more concerned because it’s probably old stock that’s been sitting there that
they’re trying to punt out the door” (M, co. car, high mileage).

An examination of the ideal delivery times quoted in the focus groups are from too small a sample to
have any real meaning. Furthermore, outside real experience they have limited validity. However, the
spread or range of waiting times gives a 3DayCar model exactly the flexibility required in order to
effectively manage demand. If all customers wanted a 3DayCar, there would be a problem in terms of
capacity.  Whilst all cars can be built in 3 days, it would be very unlikely that all orders could be met
in 3 days given possible volatility of demand.  The range in waiting times as understood by dealers has
been well documented by ICDP over the last decade, and seems to suggest that the waiting times
considered acceptable by customers is in large part determined by the system in which they are
operating.  Therefore if the customer expects a certain timeframe, that is what they will consider
acceptable.  Ideal time is rather more elusive, given that it is a hypothetical outside stock sourced
product.

“A long weekend. If Saturday, pick up Tuesday or Wednesday" (F, small car)

“certainly not off the shelf, like a thumbed magazine”  (F, medium car)

The range in attitudes to ideal waiting times, which could be further utilised through pricing strategies,
makes the ideal flexible, and more a range than a fixed period.  However, from the limited view we
have at present, it seems that customer times, all other factors including pricing excluded, do peak at
around 7 days to 14 days.

4.7.3 Signals of Order to Delivery Times
Specialists and New Models

Specialist cars expected to have long lead times, and even new models have similar associations. This
fits with the restricted supply expected by both customer and manufacturer in these situations.
Manufacturers, dealers and customers are actually concerned if there is not a build up of build orders,
since the product business model is based upon undersupply. The exact reverse is true of stock pushed
volume cars, where capacity of plant is maximised to produce in excess of , or irrespective of, demand
in order to 'feed' a stocked market.

It depends on what level of car you’re looking at.  If you’re looking at a sort of under 20 grand easy
car it could be quite short.  But if you’re looking at an expensive 40 grand or above, it’s going to be
longer”  (F, co. car, low mileage

“I mean let’s say you were buying a Lotus or something and you knew there were only so many made
that year … obviously that’s different”     (M, small car)

“A Ferrari, yes well you would expect it (to take some time) then I think.  Or if it’s a brand new model
and everyone’s 'oh yes we’re going to have one of those' … the new Beetle”(M, small car)

Brand and Restricted Supply

However, some brands that straddle the upper volume and lower specialist markets appear to be
suffering from the confusion of these two separate market behaviours; lead times on marques like
BMW judged too long and even contrived.

“BMW, I think are taking the xxxx, 6 months and 8 months, that’s just ridiculous”  (M, co. car, high
mileage). In this context, the lead times are not matched by the percieved exclusivity of the product.

"They (BMW) know when cars are turning up, they just sell it for the best profit they can get at the
time”   (M, co. car, low mileage).
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"The BMW 5 series didn’t have a large enough boot, The decision to get a new car was a combination
of mileage and space. After going so far I was told it’ll be a 7 month wait. In the end it was 9 months,
as I was given delivery dates and they kept moving them. I’m sure they sold my car to someone else. I
thought, ‘Ooh! - this is going to cost ya!’” (M, Company Car - free choice)

This customer suspected that the product had been redirected to a more recent order with higher
priority, because the margin to be gained was higher.  There is a sense that lead times on some models
are used to manipulate the profitability of 'like' orders; in terms of orders jumping ahead of sequence,
this highlights a salutary warning for 3DayCar on managing orders in a build-to-order scenario.
However, specialist customers are accustomed to the framework in which they operate, but are not
particularly demanding in wanting any other situation.

"Oh yes they’ll hold it back.  They will always use it to inflate market prices as well and inflate
interest, desirability”(M, medium car)

Desirability

Longer lead times are therefore considered necessary on some brands and models.  The waiting is
process or image-enhancing, and elevates the product beyond the volume product.  In terms of build to
order specifically, it can be seen that the lead time is a key signifier that the car has been built
specifically for that customer, and differentiates the product in the customer’s view.

“It’s just specialness to me.  For some cars…if they come with 4 or 5 days it doesn’t seem right you
know, if it’s got a lot of tailor made things on it, I don’t know if it’s right for their image” (F, Medium
Car)

Beyond the product itself, the waiting is seen as process enhancing, where the wait is part of the
enjoyment of new car purchase; “The anticipation is lovely”(F, Medium Car); “I think the fact that we
waited for it was quite special when it finally came”(F, Medium Car).  In this way the wait for the new
car is like other high expenditure leisure purchases such as holidays abroad, where satisfaction and
enjoyment is derived from expectation. Furthermore, the customer may wish to have time to organise
the purchase at their convenience.

“I would rather have a couple of weeks to sort out what I had to do and everything” (F, Medium Car)

Value and Resale Price

Longer delivery quotations can signal consumer demand, in terms of a tangible excess of demand over
supply. For the individual private buyer, it confirms that they have made a good choice.

•  The peace of mind and comfort derived is a reassurance that others like the product, and also plays
a role in affirming the value of the purchase.

•  “I think if it’s a fair waiting time sometimes you think,’it must be a very popular car’" (F, Small
Car)

•  The exclusivity of long lead times signal that the product will hold its value and be easy to sell on
for a good price.

 “The way I looked at it was, if that’s the way it is now, and the car is that hard to get hold of, it’s
going to hold it’s price a lot longer” (F, Medium Car)

"If you get a banana yellow BM it is not going to sell as good as the Mauritius blue" (M, medium car)

Quality

In tandem with other factors, long lead times signal quality assurance from build to order, and short
delivery quotations can signal quality concerns, particularly if built to order, (but also if easily
available from stock, because of concern over ageing stock and desirability of product).
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“It’s like if somebody said it’s available in all the sizes and all the colours and you think, why?”  (F,
medium car)

If I got my car in 2 weeks I would have felt that it was shoddy, you know they haven’t put it together
properly” (F, co. car, high mileage

I’d get worried if they did that (delivered quickly), if they were doing something really quickly, just
bish bash”(F, co car, low mileage)

Would they be compromising quality?”(F, medium car)

There is a perception of a long process of car building, that if shortened would compromise build
quality, safety, and desirability; all these are key motivators for buying a new car, as highlighted
earlier.

4.7.4 Summary
Long lead times has implications for the Private Buyer, so who will be inclined to buy from stock.
Whilst the customer is waiting for the new product the resale value of the trade-in is dropping. There
was a considerable spread of opinion, but company car drivers are generally more comfortable with
longer delivery times, typically around 2 months, whilst private motorists mostly talked in terms of a
week or two.

Very short lead times were controversial to the groups of customers we spoke to, in that it worried
them that indications of excessive availability stock meant that there was a problem with the product
or it was unpopular. The customer attitude to stock is complex, and some still want to be satisfied
through instant gratification, by picking up a car from the forecourt. Lead times are integral to the
customer perception of a brand or product and will acts as a signifier of other qualities: for example
customers for specialists and new volume models carry an anticipation of long lead times because of
desired exclusivity. However, restricted supply can be harmful if it does not meet the customer
perception of the brand. If lead times quoted to a customer are long or slip because the order has been
're-prioritised', customers will be inclined to take their order elsewhere. Longer delivery times signal
demand since they corroborate to the customer good choice and robust resale value, and also signal
that the product is well built and tested, particularly if built to order. Conversely, there is a perception
that a short building period would compromise quality, safety and desirability.
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4.8 Order to Delivery Times (2): Express Delivery and Build–to-Order
4.8.1 Guaranteed Delivery Dates
We suggested to the customer groups the idea of penalties for non-delivery on specified date. There
was some interest, but the groups were largely sceptical. The customers thought that if such guarantees
were given, they would be 'unrealistic' and 'meaningless', and that any promised penalties would be
built into costs which all would have to pay.

“If they took the Mickey and said right we’ll guarantee you 4 months”(M, Co.car high mileage)
“What they’d end up doing is saying oh we guarantee to do it in 2 months”(M, Small Car)

There was little interest from the company car driver; “A guaranteed delivery date is great but The
Fleet Manager gets the benefit and the company gets the saving” (M, Co.car high mileage), but the
fleet manager would certainly be interested.

It was also felt that it was not a common problem anyway, (because most cars are either sourced from
stock, or that lead times quoted by dealers tend to be on the cautious side). There was also genuine
surprise that such a guarantee would be offered, and wondered if this is possibly something a
manufacturer with a poor reputation would introduce.

Trying to understand what is a reasonable delivery time for express build-to-order is difficult when
most private buyers buy from stock, since build to order and swift order fulfilment from distribution
centre are incompatible scenarios, but are the only available reference points as far as the consumer is
concerned.

4.8.2 Express Delivery and Build to Order
As already discussed, express build to order as presented to the customer and dealer raises concern
over quality. Furthermore, since the lead time in build to order plays such a vital role in signaling
exclusivity, they cannot see it applying to more specialist brands. Private buyers for volume cars are
generally undemanding regarding options - most happy to take version as specified and used to buying
from stock.

“But still the main thing is a) you like the look of the car and b) you feel comfortable in it…if they say
2 weeks it’s not going to change the shape or comfort position…it didn’t take long anyway” (M, Small
Car)

Lead times were not defined to the groups; we did not want to present a 3 Day Car as such to the
customer groups, certainly until we had a scenario to test. However, this raised differing views as to
what constituted fast delivery. To many the concept of express build-to-order does not seem
particularly ground-breaking, because customers think of current ‘fields’ of cars.  However, there is
interest in build to order, but extending build to order to an express service jumps ahead of current UK
customer expectations. The UK customer has a relatively low uptake of build to order because of the
dominance in the volume market for relatively quick supply from stock and efficient use of
distribution centres; build to order is in itself considered a luxury service, and as such is still a
'novelty'.

“BMW but even Volkswagen… it’s especially made…Which is quite amazing really in this day and
age that you know someone is taking the order and going ok let’s put in 'that' and 'that'. And that’s
what pushes the lead time back.” (M, Co.car high mileage)

The situation is different in other EU markets. ICDP research shows that in other markets a larger
proportion of volume cars are placed at the factory, although customers prepared to wait over 30 days
is declining, whilst in the UK the relatively small proportion of customers prepared to wait more than
30 days, (build-to-order), is rising. So whilst build to order is traditionally not popular in the UK
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volume market, it seems to be increasing in demand, and if this could be done at stock supplied speed,
then both customer demands could be met.

% Customers willing to wait over 30 days France Germany Italy UK

1994 65 71 36 19

1997 49 63 38 17

1999 45 53 32 33

Source: ICDP 1999
It would seem however that the offer would not make a customer buy a car that they wouldn’t
normally consider, and most, the volume market in particular, were unwilling to contemplate
additional cost and unable to consider a likely cost frame for such a product and service.

“Because they can probably do it at the moment in that quick time but if they put it under a special
name they can go with charging extra money again”  (M, Co. car high mileage)
“You must be joking…they already charge enough” (M, Small Car)

It is important to stress that this research was conducted when the UK pricing issue was rising to
prominence, and it still dominates the UK market at present. This obviously has a bearing on how
pricing is viewed in a focus group brought together to understand customer attitudes and requirements.

4.8.3 Interest in Express Delivery Build To Order
"7 days. I think that it would be attractive to some people" (M, Small Car)
“If they wanted a non-returnable deposit, before I’ve even seen the car, they can forget it!” (F, Small
Car)

“If I were waiting for only a week, I would expect to have to pay for it” (F, medium car)

“ I would be interested, unless they said you had to pay so many £ more” (F, medium car)

“If part exchange car, yes” (F, medium car)

“Business people would be interested, with no time. Nobody seems to have any time anymore. Would
be prepared for exact build in 7 days.” (F, medium car)

“would like to be given the choice whether I want it or not" (F, medium car)

As stated earlier, dealers present at the dealer workshop, thought that the Volume car market would be
the main segment to whom a 3DayCar would be and there was no expected demand from
luxury/executive car market. However, in a 3DayCar survey taken through the NFDA, the dealers
sampled appeared to suggest that the luxury car customers would be most interested in express built-
to-order (See below). So it seems that the segmentation of interest is inconclusive; however, this can
be understood in the context of express build-to-order being perceived as a premier priced, luxury
service. It is reinforced and fed by the belief that a 3 Day Car would be an expensive product.  But, the
customer for fast order fulfilment for volume cars is interested only so much as he or she is currently
interested in getting an acceptable specification within a short period at a good price. The balance of
these factors would seem to suggest that if offered a discount on waiting for build to order where there
were no stock vehicles on offer, the volume customer will segment on willingness to compromise
price against time. The luxury market is intrinsically segmented on price, and in this way the
differentiation achieved in the specialist market on lead time could become anachronistic if faced with
fast build to order from volume manufacturers.

Question: If a car manufacturer offered a fast, personalised order and delivery service, it may
be targeted at specific groups. Which of the following groups of those buying or acquiring a
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new car would or would not be interested in an “Express Delivery Build-To-Order Service”?
This is defined as An offer to have the car tailor-made to an exact specification and delivered
within a week.

Customers… Very
Interested

Quite
Interested

Indifferent NOT very
interested

NOT AT ALL
interested

Company car 43% 30% 20% 6% 2%

Volume 36% 36% 24% 4% 0%

Specialist 57% 23% 14% 5% 1%

Source: 3DayCar NFDA survey, December 1999

Indeed, price could become the only differentiation in a build to order scenario between volume and
specialist, and both markets therefore could become equally responsive to demand, rather than
responsive to demand for short lead times. In this context only the very specialist marques can avoid
express build to order.

4.8.4 Summary
There was some interest in, but scepticism of guaranteed delivery dates, and there was little interest
from volume buyers who buy from stock. As with ideal order to delivery times, there were differing
views as to what constituted a fast build to order period. We did not make any suggestions regarding 3
days, and we did not specify 3 days to the groups, nor disclose the name or nature of the research
programme. There was a narrow consensus of around seven days, and a degree of interest in build to
order, but extending build to order to very short lead times jumps far ahead of current customer
expectations of what such a service could be like. The current UK pricing debate was very influential
in undermining the idea of such an offer, and most expected this offer to be premium priced. Whilst
specialist product customers expected long lead times, these lead times may be open to question if
volume brands can achieve greatly reduced order to delivery times through build to order.
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4.9. Car Buying Online
 “The first thing a consumer encounters on entering a Corolla dealership today is an elaborate
computer display. Each Corolla owner in the family has a membership card that can be inserted in the
display. The display then shows all the system’s information on the buyer’s household, and asks if
anything has changed. If it has, the machine invites the owner to enter new information. The system
then makes a suggestion about the models most appropriate to the household’s needs, including
current prices. Indeed, at some point in the future, they [car companies] hope that the same
information will be available at every owner’s home on a computer or a television screen.”

(Womack, Jones & Roos, 1990, p189)

4.9.1 The 3DayCar and the Online Retail and Supply Revolution
It is a subject that cannot be avoided at present. The emergence of e commerce, particularly within the
car retail sector, is ubiquitous, is impacting on dealer and customer attitudes alike, and no-one knows
how e commerce for car retail will evolve. Whilst it cannot be ignored, the role of the internet in
selling a 3 Day Car is not necessarily fundamental to its success, although the use of the internet
throughout the whole supply chain will certainly be critical to the new model. It is by no means
obvious which retail channel would most suit a 3 Day Car, any more than it is for the existing stock
push retail model, although channels, including internet models, will be further examined within 3
Day Car. E commerce will however be a feature of selling a 3 Day Car, and as a tool the internet could
be very useful for customers in buying a 3 Day Car, and this was recognised by the group participants.
The issues regarding buying online echo research done elsewhere on customer attitudes to auto
purchase online.

Essentially there are two questions that are pertinent to car retail regardless of whether the retail model
is build to order.

•  Is the Internet going to be used at the retail end for e commerce or e business? The definition of e
commerce being the selling online, and the e business as the back up and support required to offer
and deliver a 3 Day Car.

•  Is the Internet going to be used by the customer as an information gathering medium or as a
buying medium. In the current gold rush in e commerce, there are cases for and against and only
time will tell. However, in terms of customer attitudes we wanted to see how they reacted.

Given these unknowns, which will be tested by the market, the critical questions for 3 Day Car are
what are the strengths of the medium in selling a 3 Day Car to a customer, what could be offered, and
how will the customer want to use an online service?

4.9.2 Information Gathering Online
As discussed in section 4.2.1, the information gathering process excludes the dealer to a certain extent
until the final stages of the buying process. As an information gathering tool, the Internet is a very
flexible channel for information  from a variety of sources. There was considerable interest in using
the Internet for research, but muted enthusiasm for purchasing online.

The suitability of the Internet for stages in the information gathering process is laid out in the
following chart;
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Stages in the Information
gathering Process

Refer to Section 4.2.1

Could be
Done
exclusively
online

Very
Suitable for
use of
Internet
Application

Could be aided
by internet
application

Internet
cannot play
a role

Macro/Environmental
Information (Need no
conscious effort - absorption)

Seeing cars (on the road)
Pub Talk/Chat
Advertising
TV programmes
Articles/News

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%

Hard Information (Sought
after)
Reference magazines
Brochures
Road Tests/Articles
Finance Houses
Friends/Colleagues opinions
Dealers
Websites

%
%
%
%

%
%!!

%
%
%
%

%

%
%
%
%
%
%

Tangibles (Currently at the
dealership)
Exterior Aesthetics
Specification Details
PX Valuation
Seat/Driving Comfort
Space

%
%
%

%
%
% (Before exam)

%(Simulated)

%(see for real)

% (exam)
% (feel)
% (feel)

Core Information (Deciders)
Test Drive
Negotiated Deal

% (booking of)
% (remotely?)

%(real)
%(face to
face)

Perceived benefits of the Internet in the information gathering stages included;

•  Obtaining Full information on exact car (inc options)

"I would still have to see it, but it would take out some of the hassle" (F, medium car)

•  Potential for virtual reality ‘pick and mix’: of particular interest for build to order

"you can do it on the Internet .. You can turn it to the colour, you can put the wheels on it and
everything and you can get ‘well that’s the car I actually do want, that’s what it’s going to look like’”

(M, medium car)

•  Regularly updated information
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"It can be updated daily, so if they add a paint colour to their range you can see it that day." (M,
medium Car)

Including tracking after purchase; "The beauty of the internet, is if you talk to BMW UK, they will tell
you where that car is" (M, medium car)

"If you've ordered your car through the fleet manager, you have a reference number, and you could
track the progress of your car in the system. You could do that through the internet. That would be a
great idea." (M, Co Car , High mileage)

•  Can save time, and can be done at own convenience

"Pull the information off the internet, to get a better spread of information. Then ask your friends what
they think." (M, Medium Car)

"It's half eleven at night, and you can research easily" (M, medium car)

•  Could organise finance by computer

"Yes, you could arrange finance, use internet banking"(F, medium car)

However, there was strong feeling about there being no substitute for

•  Going to see, touch the product or a like product before purchase

•  Having a test drive

“The only thing you can’t do is feel that leather, samples and things”(M, medium car)

"It's no substitute for jumping in the car" (F, small car)

"I would like to actually see the colour" (F, small car)

There seemed to be a lot of interest in using the internet, especially amongst those already online, and
although some would use it as little more than a yellow pages for locating new cars at dealers; "It
would be a good idea to be able to shop around, put in your spec and your location, say Manchester"
(M, medium car)

4.9.3 Customer Attitudes to Buying Online
The focus group members saw many positive reasons to buy online;

•  Potential for virtual reality ‘pick and mix' costing for purchase

'Like to be able to put options together, like alloy wheels, colour , - then total up and see if can afford
it. Break it down to the cost you can afford' (F, medium car).

•  Regularly updated information

"They could put up today's price for such and such a model" (M, Small Car)

•  Avoid having to go browse at a Dealer, for those who feel pressured

“less intimidating, but still like to see the car. Still want to test-drive the car.” (F, medium car)

•  Can save time

“If you specifically want to see a car, they’ll probably bring a facility for somebody to bring a car to
see you..”(F, Co Car)
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•  Dealing on Internet could reduce prices    (lower manufacturer/dealer overheads)

“If you can imagine the money that would save them on interest alone on the amount in stock, you
know ultimately it will be passed on, some of it … there’s got to be savings on shopping on the
internet”  (M, medium car)

•  Ideal if just re-ordering the same make/ model again

“Yes (I could see myself buying one through the Internet), I’m pretty certain that I’ll get another 5
series” (M, co. car, lower mileage)

However, there were three principle concerns about buying online;

•  No substitute for seeing/ touching the car, and need for making a deal face to face

"I don't think that I would ever want to buy just on the internet" (M, Medium car)

•  Opens up questions on back up/ service issues

“If you’re buying on a computer or the internet, how can you get the back-up?”(F, medium car)

•  Security of purchase via internet, and in particular the large sums of money involved

“I think it’s a lot of money just to buy from a picture”(F, medium car)

 “I would actually order it [as a company car], but if it was my money, no I wouldn’t”

(M, co. car, lower mileage)

4.9.4 Future States
There is a possible scenario where the 3DayCar could be sold online through various channels, direct
to consumer, via supermarkets, and via other brand houses, and the dealer effectively bypassed. The
dealer may act as a service and used car centre, but have little to do with new car sales. There is a keen
customer awareness of this related to cutting costs in the channel of delivery; “Without dealers, the
price of your vehicle is going to come storming right down.”  (M, Co Car).

And a for some, the lack of dealer contact after a sale was not a major concern; “After-sales will be
separated. In the same way that General Accident have an approved body shop, Ford will have an
approved service garage, so will Mercedes, and so on”. (M, Co Car)

“I ordered an exhaust pipe [over the internet] and it was a hundred pound cheaper, on a standard
price of a £350 item.” (M, medium car)

A December 1999 study conducted for IBM from a sample of 603 dealerships across six markets in
Europe (UK, Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands and Spain), demonstrated the uncertainty of dealers
in response to online retail. In each market on average around 47% dealerships had a website, or
planned to have a website (another 30%). The only exception was France, where only 20% had a
website. Within the respondents who either had or planned to have a website, 43% of UK dealers
would use the internet for specifically for online sales (IBM, 1999). Therefore, whilst there is anxiety
and uncertainty over the impact of the internet on the dealer, dealers are responding by moving to the
new economic models and building upon their undoubted skills and experience. This uncertainty was
confirmed by a 3Day Car survey, as shown in the following chart.
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Question: In the future, the role of the Dealer is going to be threatened by the internet.

Strongly Agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly Disagree

Of Dealer sample… 5% 40% 23% 31% 2%

Source: 3DayCar NFDA Member Survey, December 1999

The findings of the focus groups appear to confirm research done by Fletcher Research on the UK
market, which are shown below; note - the percentages are of those who would consider buying
online, and the questions are loaded towards the interests of the Internet company that commissioned
the research. However, they demonstrate that pricing, impartial advice, and transparency in the trade in
and new price all feature heavily, as in our findings.

Customer Attitudes to buying cars
online

Source: Fletcher Research 1999

"Thinking about what would influence or attract you to buy a car online, which of these
would you find useful?"

"Best Value Prices" 85 %

"Open Disclosure of e.g Used Car Prices" 83%

"No obligation, no haggle, no hassle" 80%

"Information on all makes of cars" 76%

"best value part exchange" 80%

"Dealer response within 24 hours" 66%

"Advice on finance/insurance" 63%

"Competitive insurance/finance" 66%

As pointed out by Jon Lancaster, internet sales in the US have exposed the weaknesses in the current
system and empowered the customer (Lancaster, 2000). Perhaps the most interesting suggestion from
the focus groups was consumer enacted bulk purchasing; "You want a Porsche. You went to a
showroom and they said £100,000. You say I only want to pay £70,000. They say no I can't give you
that discount. You say if I buy 10 Porsches, can you give me them for £70,000. He says yes. So you go
on the internet and say I want 9 other people who want to buy a Porsche for £70,000. That is the
future of buying cars." (F, small car)

In a 3DayCar, build to order scenario, there are obvious time savings through buying online, but the
customer, if prepared to order online, is again focused on price;

 "The idea is that everyone is going to be buying a car through the Internet. Dealerships won’t exist.
Stock, well if you imagine how much Chrysler have in stock, that won’t exist because you order, spec,
da de da at the factory, then they give you a six week build time and you’ll have the car” (M, medium
car)

“If you imagine the money that would be saved in interest on the amount of stock, ultimately some
should be passed on by shopping on the Internet” (M, small car)
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However, the concerns on buying are real.  Some are common to all customer purchase online, whilst
others are primarily due to the nature of buying a car.

Negative Customer attitudes to buying
online

Source: Fletcher Research 1999

What would deter you from ordering, selecting or buying a car online?

[NOTE] Base: all not saying very likely order/select/buy a car online

Not being able to see or test drive car 56%

No face to face contact with dealer 15%

Worried about security of buying online 9%

Not knowing or feeling trust of online
dealer

8%

4.9.5 Online customer requirements and 3DayCar
The big question is therefore, where do possibilities for online services fit with 3DayCar. And do the
online services need to be direct, or could they better be merged with the dealer role to provide a more
comprehensive service?  This is a question to be considered further in ongoing work, but looking at
customer requirements for a 3DayCar, the following points can be made;

In terms of information gathering;

•  Under build to order, the customer has concerns about not seeing the product before committing to
purchase, exactly the same concern for online buying

•  Conveying the range of choices available, which some customers find confusing, could be made
more effective using an interactive online database.

•  The need for the customer to choose the exact car they want is ideally catered for by virtual
simulation, which to a limited extent is already offered online.

•  Customers can track their order online, with regular updates on status.

•  Pricing and production slot availability could be managed in real time online. Customers could
choose when to have their car built and delivered.

For placing orders.

•  Information is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Furthermore, the customer can place an
order at any time of day or night, any day of the week, therefore assist smoothing of orders over
the week.

4.9.6 Summary
The Internet has strengths and possibilities which may be of interest to the customer of a 3DayCar.  As
an information gathering tool, there is considerable interest, and online systems would be able to meet
customer requirements for understanding complex choice, configuring a 'virtual product', and putting
together exactly the mix they want. Pricing and production slot availability could be managed online
to meet the demand for transparency and visibility of new car availability.  The front-end of 3DayCar
will require visibility of production slots, giving the customer, (either at home or at the dealership), the
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ability to 'search' for desired product and time of build, and be given an 'exact match', or a list of
'nearest matches'. Under both build-to-order and direct online buying there is concern from the
customer that they cannot see, touch and test drive the product before they commit to purchase;
demonstrators clearly have a continuing role.  The benefit to the customer of direct online order
placement is being able to place the order at their convenience, and this would also be a benefit to
3DayCar production, in smoothing and continuously updating demand in a time-compressed supply
chain. Whether the dealer is the sales channel, or whether the internet provides an adequate direct
selling method, is open to debate, but the internet certainly has a role to play in meeting both current
customer demands, and assisting the implementation of marketing and selling a 3DayCar.
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5 Analysis and Discussion
5.1 Seven Days?
“Manufacturers are either in the volume car business or in the specialised car business. All new cars,
they have fields of cars ready just to be picked up. The specialist cars generally are made to order and
I thought that was the major breakthrough. Who would offer an express build to order car and why
would a company offer it? (M, Co Car Driver, Low mileage)

To summarise, private volume customers when asked, considered the ideal time for order to delivery
to be around 7 days.

It is important to stress that this was a thin consensus, and the responses on an express build to order
offer ranged from instantly, (drive a dealer customised car off a forecourt), to four weeks.

However, there is no obvious enthusiasm for build-to-order, short lead-time cars, and there are
significant concerns regarding an express build-to-order service.

This is because the concept of short order-delivery cycles and built-to-order cars generates few
perceived consumer benefits over the current process;

a) because particular specification requirements are usually modest (probably just colour)

b) because private buyers are used to accepting stocking compromises

c) because company car buyers have a more orderly, predictable time scale which only excludes
extreme delivery times

d) because it raises concerns over build quality

The Volume customer does not want to wait for weeks for a car, but can get cars quickly from stock,
and approximately 70% of volume cars sold to private customer from distribution centre. So, for
private volume new car buyers, quicker is better - but, the current scenario favours buying from stock.
The reason for this is that the customer has been conditioned by the marketing of a stock push system
to have no interest in build to order, or faith in what is to them, a short assembly and delivery time.

Meanwhile, the Specialist customer is happy to wait for weeks for a car, who are used to build-to-
order but long lead time, and are conditioned to expect a long lead time because of the perceived
attraction of exclusivity of supply

Therefore the marketing challenge is to communicate & deliver real consumer benefits from the 3 Day
Car proposition.

5.1.1 Order to Delivery Times
Concerns over build to order and express delivery are based on customer assumptions that govern
current behaviour and shape attitudes to the new scenario. These assumptions, as shown below, are in
part the product of decades of brand management by car makers themselves, which are in turn a
response to the conditions imposed by a stock push system.
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A mixed message is sent out by build to order and express delivery. The customer expects build to
order to take some time, whilst express delivery is something that they expect from cars bought from
stock. To the current customer, an express build to order service is confusing and contradictory.

The customer benefits from supply push in a crucial respect: the cost of building cars to stock gives
the customer bargaining power on price. Price is a paramount issue, and especially so in the current
UK climate where customers are acutely aware of new car pricing. Under build to order the customer
has no obvious bargaining power. This lack of consumer power is reinforced by a perception that an
express build-to-order new car would be a premium priced product.

However, this statement does mean that there is no latent potential interest. It merely confirms the fact
the changes made possible by a 3DayCar are essentially a technically led development, for the benefit
of the supply chain, and the radical nature of the step change in supply needs to be balanced by a
radical change in managing demand. The customer used to having control over price through
bargaining on stock will have to retain that level of control under build to order, only the variable price
will have to be a managed flexible price. Pricing against demand and against a fixed delivery time are
ways of managing demand, whilst giving the customer control over a flexible price. The manufacturer
can use this customer bargaining on price to advantage and use the price mechanism to plan
production in advance. Therefore, opportunists can buy if a model is know to be underselling, and they
can order well ahead if this gives them price benefits. In this way, customer requirements can meet
manufacturer requirements to produce a better outcome for the manufacturer.

Managed flexible pricing will require a far more transparent new car pricing mechanism. However,
such price transparency is not, as we have seen, a feature of the current new car buying process. Such
transparency is not in the interest of the Dealer, who must take on used car stock as the core business.
The Dealer benefits from selling units, and from buying good used stock for resale. Therefore, until
the trade-in can be separated from the new car price, there can be no customer trust in a flexible
pricing mechanism.

5.1.2 The Dealer as Retail Channel
The dealer plays a very important role in the sale of new cars; it is the customer-facing end of the
manufacturer, regardless of the level of involvement of the manufacturer with the dealer. However,
unlike retailers of other high cost products, many customers do not seem to involve the dealer, in
asking for information or advice, and do not therefore engage with the dealer until late in the buying

Order to delivery time -
customer perception in summary

IMMEDIATE/ QUICK
AVAILABILITY

AVAILABILITY

NOT IMMEDIATE

EMOTIONAL
PULLS &
PUSHESInstant gratification Anticipation,

specialness
!!!!

Expected A con/marketing
ploy

!!!!

Pressure (to organise)
Easy to organise/less
stressful!!!!

Mass produced Special, crafted!!!!

Old stock/model Mint, latest!!!!

Unpopular Popular!!!!

Shoddy/quality
compromise Well made!!!!
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process.  The relayed expectations and actual sales staff experiences given in the focus groups were
generally negative. In particular, company car drivers perceived they were thought of as “wasting
dealers time”. This needs to be addressed with some form of referral fee for demonstrations etc.

At the core of customers 'distance' from the dealer was cynicism over accuracy of information given
by dealer staff. This lack of information leads to many placing dealer visit towards the end of the
decision process rather than towards the beginning, and the customer goes to the dealer armed with
information. This does not mean that the customer has a fixed idea of what they want in terms of
model, specification choice, options etc. Rather, the customer will have a range of acceptable choices,
and will therefore go into the final buying stage, the negotiation, with a set of preferences that may be
traded.

So whilst a large segment of private buyers do not involve the dealer until the end of the buying
process, and would rather bypass the dealer altogether, the dealer is seen as vital in finally closing the
deal. For some customers, the negotiation stage is a hassle, even a disincentive to new car purchase,
and these are the customers who would be better served by a more customer service orientated
environment.

•  Critically, a stock - push system creates a selling method based on ‘shifting metal’. This is
evidenced by the behaviour of manufacturers, dealers and customers, particularly during a period
of slowing demand. A key issue of the product itself in stock push, is that stock push builds cars to
be sold. It is an effective method of selling cars, although selling through stock push does rely on
the inefficient mechanism of discounting the price.

•  What stock push does not do is build cars for customers. The focus is on the car, not on the
customer. If the car industry is to build cars for individual customers, not only can waste be cut
out of the system, but also cars can be sold in a more personalised way.

•  The Dealer should not be placed at the end of the selection process for those customers who want
genuine guidance.

‘Non-negotiators’

Are a significant proportion of the market

And are particularly suited to customer-pull selling methods

If marketed well, as a service, a build to order car could be a better offer for such customers.

The emphasis is upon service because the lifestyle being sold is critical to the image of the product.
Also, many customers see dealers as more than just 'deliverymen', and important as the human face,
the person they did the sale with in person, and the person that any problems would be addressed to
after the sale.  As the internet expands, it becomes patently obvious that much of this role is still vital.

In particular, the non-negotiators are more interested in pre-packaged offers, whether they be a
'special' specification offered with standard product, or whether a financial offer. They may still be as
concerned with value for money, but they would rather be offered a package that is structured, non
negotiable and transparent, such as free finance for 1 year, or an easy to understand PCP or a customer
loyalty discount.  This is most recognisable in the 'should be the same price for everybody' and 'what is
the price?' demands made by several of the focus group participants.

Of course, the manufacturers recognise and already target these segments of how customers want to
buy, and broaden their sales through selling differently to aim for different groups. However, there is
an expectation that dealers will not offer the non-negotiating customer the reliable and open
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information they require to sensibly consider the structured offers. So although the structured offers
are being made by the manufacturer, (through finance deals etc), the customer has less confidence in
the dealer as a channel for advising and guiding towards these deals.

Negotiators

Negotiators are generally well served by the stock push system. Whilst they may not get exactly what
they want in terms of model specification, they are entirely satisfied customers because of the ability
to bargain on price.

They may or may not have views on the role of the dealer, but of more importance is the stock
availability. They are aware of stocks, understand the dealers motivations and incentives, and will
therefore benefit from the manufacturer emphasis of dealer incentives on volume rather than margin
per unit.

Not all negotiators focus on price; it is worth pointing out that many negotiators will obtain upgraded
specification rather than price discounts, but naturally this has the same effect of discounting against
list prices, even if there is less margin lost.

Of course, the big issue for a negotiator will be seeing a dealer who wants to be made an offer. This
dealer will quite often be the most stock 'pushed'; it is this dealer that will be looking for volume
bonuses on certain models, and will be less concerned about loss made on the product.

Furthermore, discounting is currently offered on short lead times from stock; so the private customer,
whether a non-negotiator incentivised by the dealer, or a negotiator driving through an offer to the
dealer, is actually encouraged to buy from stock. Ordering from the factory is therefore seen as an
exclusive, expensive option. This partly explains attitudes in general to build to order. If negotiators
are not catered for effectively by build to order, there is the potential for lost sales (to another
franchise which continues to be driven by stock and subsequent discounting).

The Used car and the trade-in in build to order?
If pricing on new product became visibly segmented to all potential customers on the basis of lead
time, with those prepared to wait getting the lowest price, and upon pricing against demand, then the
dealer would lose much of the bargaining role.

However, the used car trade in is for many buyers a critical element of the new car sale. Here, it is
difficult to image a non-negotiating trade in, and in particular, the timing of trade in could become the
prime lever for the negotiator. If in a build to order market the new model is unable to meet demand,
the used product value may be high. Seeing demand for their used product, and holding on to the used
car before trade-in, and even timing the 3DayCar order after making a deal to coincide with the best
timing to trade-in based on observed sales, could be an attractive alternative to the current price
negotiation model.

5.1.3 Price and Availability
If all cars are built to order, and no stock is held, the customer cannot take advantage of stock
discounting. This may mean that the actual volume of sales may be marginally reduced, as price
opportunists are forced out of the market, rationally since they are less profitable sales. Of course, this
may be addressed by use of other pricing mechanisms, but the genuinely hard to sell old product will
disappear. Unless, of course, a build-to-order system retains the necessity to shift models that are not
popular. If capacity and model costs require a level of sales not being met then how does the build to
order system react? Simply reducing price to demand?

Understanding demand is an area that will be covered in greater detail by ongoing work during this
year. However, there are key issues regarding demand that will not be solved by build to order.
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If no-one is buying a model, is it still built to order if the only way to sell this model is to discount or
openly reduce the price. If sales drop and customers are not ordering, marketing can react, but
managing customer expectations therefore becomes an issue for all parts of the supply chain.

Availability

Availability of specification product is currently maximised through use of distribution centres. Lack
of availability favours substitution, but may result in temporary lost sales. However, within build to
order, lack of availability may well occur on a model, depending upon delivery time required, upon
production slot. This may cause a shift in purchase timing, substitution or lost sale, as in a stocked
system. However, whilst the lost sales will be 'real' and permanent lost sales rather than temporary
lack of availability in a stocked system in terms of the product, the 'lost sale' customer may be
persuaded to buy or take delivery at future dates (possibly at a discount).  This places the emphasis on
the sale to the individual customer, rather than on the unit sale of the stocked product. However, where
there is high production slot availability, the pressure will be on the dealer to sell delivery dates. This
would be a situation where the customer would be in a good situation where pricing on demand is in
place.

Variable Pricing

Variable pricing can be used to allow the customer to compromise on price, and seek out best value to
them, in terms of balance between exact needs and price paid. The photoprocessing sector offers lead
time based price structures to manage customer demand in order to best utilise production capacity.
The airline industry operates a sophisticated variable pricing model; there are opportunities for
manufacturers to learn from this sector in adopting more flexible pricing with more centralised
control, as shown in a recent ICDP study (Brown, J. 2000). Such a pricing mechanism could be a
means of giving the customer a certain degree of choice on price, based upon the pattern of demand
that would be optimum for a 3 Day Car producer.

Bulk Buying Discounts

If bulk discounts for build to order were to be offered to the private purchasers as well as to the fleet
buyers, this would have to be done with some care.  Whether this is offered through a dealer,
(encouraging customers to place orders ahead at a certain date), or whether it is done through another
channel (collective internet buying) is another issue.

Flexible pricing and retail scenarios will be further examined by the Marketing stream within the
3DayCar project, and the feasibility of alternative approaches evaluated.

5.1.4 Key Product Values
The key product values of new cars are essential to the attraction of the product to the customer.
These key product values must not be compromised by moving to express build to order. The
positives can be enhanced, whilst negatives must be addressed in order to market a 3DayCar.

Brand power is elusive and is the key asset of a company.  In the car industry it encompasses build
quality, pricing policy, and all the key values below. Changing a powerful brand product can be very
damaging to the brand, a classic case being the new taste Pepsi, withdrawn swiftly after widespread
disinterest. Perhaps more relevant to the car industry, the badging of Rover Metros and Maestros with
the MG logo did harm to the MG brand, although the MG brand was fully refurbished as a product in
its own right. Stock sold and built to order cars have key differences in product image, and express
build to order confuses these values. Careful management of the product offer is required in order not
to upset the manufacturer or model brand.

At first it seems that if the express build to order were to be a product or service feature, it would have
to be built into the brand of the model it was supporting, and this may necessitate that the car would be
a 'brand new model'. If however, it were to be an 'invisible' feature, with pricing on delivery date and
specification as the key issue, then the key values threatened to be undermined by current attitudes
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would have to be emphasised; i.e. product quality, build quality and safety guaranties. Marketed in the
wrong way a model sold as a 3DayCar could be a very public and expensive disaster.  These key
values would have to be ensured, guaranteed, and taken as given, 99.9% of the time.

The table below shows the current perception of these key values  for three different scenarios, and
demonstrates the changes which have to be made to public perception in the UK before the 3DayCar
becomes an acceptable marketing proposition.

From
Stock

Slow
BTO

3 Day
Car

Safety %% %%% &&

Quality of Product/design/materials % %%% &&

Product Reliability

Reputation of Build Quality % %%% &&&

Aspirational & % &

Newness &% % %

Product Desirability

Scarcity & % &&

Individualism && %%% %%%

Ownership % %%% %

Personal Statement

Lifestyle fit/exact match &% %% ?

Good Information & % ?

Customer focused buying process & %% %

Pleasurable Process & % ?

Buying Process
Satisfaction

No hassle convenience % % ?

Hold value for resale % %%% ?

Good deal, negotiated value %%% % &

Value for Money

Monthly Cost %% % &

Common factors that were cited in the focus groups as key motivators for choosing a particular car:

•  reliability
•  past experience
•  safety
•  comfort and driveability
•  style

And for private buyers

•  value for money
•  resale value of current car
•  fuel economy
•  dealer location (essentially ease of access to sales and service)
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These are they key motivators that must not be damaged by 3Day Car, and like key values, are core to
the buyer. If a 3DayCar market offer can enhance any of these motivators, then all the better.

5.1.5 Stock Push and the Evolved Customer Response
Volume Cars

The customer response that has emerged over years of supply is a complex one, which has been
reinforced by the marketing designed to support such a framework. The mass production mantra of
'any colour so long as it's black' has not exactly been abandoned so much as changed to 'you can have
any colour, except the one that you might actually want'. Customers have become accustomed to
making compromises on choice and specification details, and the volume market is seen as having
distinct qualities that the specialist market does not in terms of choice and waiting for delivery of
product.

The customer accepts the idea of build to order, but only in the context of an extended lead - time
product, which is seen universally as a luxury product or a self indulgence, including ordering an
unusual specification of a volume car from a manufacturer. This is an extension of the self-indulgence
of buying a new car, limited by budget.

Specialist Cars

In the specialist market, unsurprisingly, build to order operates on the basis of never meeting demand.
However, exclusivity is also retained by only supplying a limited number to a market and this has
nothing to do with lead times; it is more a conscious and deliberate limitation of product. The same
could be done in express build to order in order to retain exclusivity, but for the specialist low volume
manufacturer this raises questions about capacity.

It would seem that unless a greater capacity flexibility were made possible, 3 day car production
would be suited for the volume market, and only in a limited context to the 'less marginal' specialist
market where sales volumes are relatively large.

To summarise the customer reaction to the express build to order concept;

1. Raised concern over quality

2. Could not see it applying to more specialist brands

3. Private buyers generally undemanding regarding options: most happy to take version as
specified (used to buying from stock, and using specification as a bargaining tool

4. To customers, express delivery itself doesn’t seem particularly ground-breaking, since
customers think of current ‘fields’ of cars.

5. Does not at present seem to prompt the customer to make them buy a car they wouldn’t
normally consider

6. Mostly unwilling to contemplate additional cost and unable to consider a  likely cost
frame
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5.2 The Marketing Challenge For Demand Pull
5.2.1 What do you mean you don't want instant coffee?
When a manufacturer first launched instant coffee onto the market, it was seen as a major technical
breakthrough that would be an attractive convenience foodstuff to customers.  t was marketed as an
express coffee in a cup, any time, any place, cutting out all the need for waiting and laborious grinding
of the beans. However, once launched, sales were poor, and did not meet expectations, and there was
understandable concern.

So they went and did their market research, focus groups (or whatever they were called then!), and
found that there was a resistance from the key buyers of coffee beans to an instant coffee. The women,
(and it was mainly women - it was the 1950s), did the shopping, and made coffee for the family at
breakfast, and there was concern that it threatened this traditional role, and compromised on the
quality and taste of the coffee. In short, by shortening the process, the customer felt the product was
devalued.

So instant coffee was relaunched with the emphasis upon quality and taste: the key product values.
Instant coffee consequently was, and is, very popular and very profitable for its manufacturers and
retailers. Even today, brands such as Nescafé market their product on the basis on quality and taste,
not on the instant tag. After all, once other brands have introduced instant coffee, where is the brand
advantage?

This is the key issue for marketing a 3DayCar. In itself, it may be a unique selling proposition but it is
not one that fires up the customer, and as a USP it cannot by definition last if it is successful for the
manufacturer. The competition will be following fast behind. The core product values need to be
stressed for the convenience to be acceptable.

5.2.2 Delivering to meet Customers’Key Product Values
As the participants noted in the dealer group, they would not sell the product as a 3DayCar. It is not a
key customer concern, and furthermore, it is not a sustainable selling point. The marketing challenge is
to overcome concerns and stress the core product values.

Key values for traditional, "slow" build to order need to be emphasised: Well made, popular,
mint/latest, 'specialness/anticipation', special/crafted, easy to organise/less stressful.

The perceived negatives of waiting can be emphasised - i.e. 'con/marketing ploy', and the key positives
of quick or immediate availability, that it is 'expected' and allows 'instant gratification' need to be
carefully managed in order to manage demand and customer expectations.

Value and discount

The customer demand for discounting, could be replaced by a pricing system based on

(I) Using level of sales and current orders to control price against demand

(II) Pricing based upon lead time, with discounts for advance orders. If ordered 6 months ahead,
the order would contain an automatic discount (the effect on the retail price depending upon current
demand)- fleet orders and manufacturer company employee orders could be treated in the same way in
this scenario, when necessary.
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Personalisation

Personally configured product is an obvious strength of 3 Day Car. In stressing individualism, the
offer could cater to the "not like the Jones's" focus of contemporary consumerism. The marketing
approach could involve One-2-one marketing, but there are limitations to the effectiveness of this. It is
more important to understand the difference between using individual customer information, and
concentrating too much on existing customers. Customer information is most valuable for defining
product offer packages, rather than trying to guess exactly what the customer wants. So whilst there is
the ability to build to personal specification, the main focus for customer demand should be meeting
customer demand from a limited range of popular choices.

 Newness, latest, car as fashion product

Once a build to order system is in place, there will be even more focus upon design to market time.
There will inevitably be a need to reduce time to market of car models, upgrades, etc, and there may
even be significant reduction in model life. Whilst design to market is not a key element of three day
car, an increase in build to order may well mean that expectations are raised for the 'newness', latest',
fashion product' customer values.

There will therefore be a need to improve the speed to market of New models and design process,
modules and parts design etc. New Models can date very quickly because in contemporary design
terms are always 5 years+ behind in styling. The reason is the high costs of a new model, and
development cost and time, but with more sharing of parts and platforms, more possible
configurations, could build to order help move this forward? An associated development areas in this
field is the rebuildable car, following the swatch principle for new fascias being introduced in the
SMART car, and the advances by the Lear Corp. towards shared platform recustomisable interiors
(Automotive News, March 00).

Given that speed to market is critical, does grandstanding at Motor shows help or hinder product to
market. Whilst concept cars may be used to judge viability of production, in a flexible production
build to order dominated environment, product to market could be far more critical. Finally, there is
the issue of run-outs in a build to order environment. Would they be phased as at present to coincide
with the growth of customer interest and acceptance of a new replacement model, or would production
end once the amortised development costs throughout the supply chain are paid? This is an area that
will arise for the marketing of product once a supply chain is in a wholly build to order environment.

Segmentation

Segmentation is best used for understanding the customer behaviour, and the sales channel should not
market exclusively to core segments, since non-core customer-types will be excluded.

A classic example of this is independent young women earners with high disposable income, ignored
until recently but now targeted by advertising, (ie. Clio). Many of the women in our focus groups felt
that the dealer environment was hostile to women, and felt uncomfortable going to dealerships. A
whole group of the customer base feels that it is not taken seriously by the retailer selling the product,
and even worse, feels intimidated or put off. This is clearly unacceptable, both in principle, and as a
business situation. Pricing is the key area for segmentation for 3DayCar, offered to negotiators as
controlled flexible pricing, and to non-negotiators as pre-packaged offers.

5.2.3 How to offer specification choice and personal customisation?
Examining the results, is specification choice best met by offering a basic, standard specification and
adding features/items to exactly meet needs? And is it in the interests of the manufacturer and retailer
as a selling proposition?

The benefits of genuine specification choice in build to order need to be conveyed to the customer:

•  "You only pay for what you need and want".
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•  "You can differentiate your car from others" (exterior treatment issue mainly & only of interest for
some).

•  "You can build your car to your budget"

•  "A price can be determined with no haggling on new car"

However, there are disadvantages from the viewpoint of the customer when presented by wide
choice:

•  Increased choices makes purchase/decision process longer

•  Benefits of minor spec. items have to be understood

•  Can’t see exactly the car you build before obtaining: can see similar but not exact.

•  Have to commit to purchase once ordered - no change of mind on any detail.

•  Dependent options could confuse e.g. high performance engine needing higher spec tyres.

•  More difficult to compare 'like for like' prices between brands.

Benefits for the manufacturer from such an approach:

•  More people away from just settling for a fixed derivative package. Gets people to maximise
budget

•  Likely to encourage customers to consider options that would have been overlooked

•  A car that more exactly meets needs could enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty

•  More consistent margins through more carefully controlled pricing

•  Fits with e-business strategies

There are several disadvantages to the manufacturer of such a free and open approach to customer
choice of specification;

•  More difficult to initially forecast specification demand unless demand very stable

•  Does not manage manufacturing complexity unless option lists very short which defeats the object

•  Could lead to disagreements with customers on final hand-over (wrong spec or perceived wrong
spec)

•  Could weaken rather then richen the product mix

Price range of Pre-Packaged 'Runners'?

An alternative or complimentary proposition would be to bundle mixes of option ranges into pre-
packaged offers in order. Specification choice can be left open to those who wanted to maximize their
choice, but narrowed for a range of pre-packaged offers which include the bulk of popular
specifications in order to catch a significant proportion of customers who are generally undemanding
regarding specification.
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5.2.4 Changing the retailers’ role with a universal and clear price approach and
customer-driven specifications
If the retailer offered a clear pricing structure, and customer driven specification choice, it would
eliminate an area of conflict with the customer by taking the 'heat' out of price negotiation. This would
allows sales staff to work with the customer not against them in helping them towards their choice of
product. The greater transparency in pricing would also provide an environment for better faith
trading, with more customer trust of the retailer in the offer made.

The question that remains is how to deal with the part exchange; this area of potential for conflict not
fully eliminated. The dealer would certainly benefit from the less confrontational role and would forge
a better basis on which to develop relationships. The disadvantage of greater offer transparency is that
it reduces sales staff influence over customer purchase and deal. However, it would focus the sales
staff on maximising revenues per sale, each sale would be more complex, and care needs to taken over
the need to commit customers to purchase at time of order placement.

For the manufacturer the focus will shift from volume to margin, motivating dealers to concentrate on
richer product mixes on fewer cars to meet their revenue targets. It also makes the need for greater
integration of retail channels, so offers are like for like through different channels.

5.2.5 Addressing Speed of delivery for build to order
It is important to make clear that in itself speed is not associated with many benefits (except amongst
the impatient) but it does raise marketing problems. However, these problems can be turned into
positives by convincing customers that quality is assured perhaps even improved, and emphasising
that there are quality advances over a stocked system:

- the product is not standing in fields

- remind the customer that 'you always get the latest spec'

- demonstrate shorter vulnerable time in transport, between factory and customer

A key marketing point will be convincing customers that such availability is not due to lack of
demand, in order to ally their concerns over not having to wait. The manufacturer would need to prove
that such a quick response doesn’t cloak increased costs to the consumer; it would have to be shown as
more efficient.

Interestingly, if 3DayCar were successfully implemented by a volume manufacturer, it would expose
the restricted supply policies of medium market producers. Higher-volume, ’specialist’ brands
vulnerable to criticism if larger scale manufactures with more complex ranges can do it.

5.2.6 Further Research
A manufacturer wanting to market a 3 Day Car would have to embark on predicted segmentation to
quantify and divide the market into measurable, clearly defined and substantial segments, based on
demographic and personality type variables, against:

- delivery requirements

- buyer types (pragmatists,opportunists, impulsive)

- attitudes to dealers and buying process

- price negotiation involvement

- product sector (inc. volume & specialist car)

Based on customer attitudes to car specification, the customer offer needs more consideration. Is the
customer able to build from one base model - is this desirable? Should the customer be able to delete
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options from the 'top' specification. Would restricted choice 'packages' accompanied by free choice at
slightly premium prices be a better way to channel demand?

When customers are able to choose all the specification detail, what level of self-specification can they
cope with, and how practical would free choice be in terms of mixing options and derivatives (i.e. high
performance engines and higher performance tyres). Is there a way that product mix richness of self-
build versus packaged derivatives could be tested on potential customers? Would they trade up or
down on initial budgets? To what extent do customers actually need to see and touch the product prior
to purchase, and what are they willing to see illustrated or take on trust?

What is the attitude of customers towards fixed or flexible pricing based on build, lead time and
demand over the year? Given the current price-critical environment, research on this topic is not
recommended.

In terms of the role of the internet, the overall industry scenario will determine the parameters for the
Internet as retail tool. Whilst understanding the willingness of the customer to use the internet for
information sourcing, ordering demonstrations, arranging finance, and placing orders, the key issue for
internet based retailing for 3 Day Car is specification development. How willing will customers be to
configure to their specification using a computer model, although it does seem the most appropriate
tool for the task.

In refining the market proposition, the project will need to measure the impact and credibility of
customer benefits associated with the 3 Day Car, and test specific delivery pledges and guarantees. In
short, retail and customer offer models will need to be shown to customers, and their responses
understood.

5.2.7 Conclusions: Marketing the 3DayCar
A 3DayCar will require nothing short of a great shift in emphasis in marketing the new car. Key
product vales will need to be protected, whilst creating a change in perception of car product and offer.
The product needs to be carefully brand managed, the shift to customer pull means a complete change
in the sales approach to the customer, particularly how the car is sold to the private customer.

There is a clear need to convince the customer of value for money and quality, and not to devalue the
brand image. The feeling of anticipation and reward must be retained for build to order. In rebuilding
certain customer expectations, moving from the ‘stock car’ to an express build-to-order car, the brand
must be maintained and enhanced.

The order fulfilment should not be explained in technical terms to the customer (built on Thursday at
5pm, loaded for delivery at 9 am), since the average customer is simply not actually interested in the
process. What they do want is a delivery date. Therefore the push for the change to build to order must
be delivering what the customer wants at the convenient time agreed with the customer, (after possible
compromise on delivery for price cut?); “The car you want, delivered when you want it”.

The 3DayCar is able to satisfy some latent interest, (“In this day and age you should be able to design
your own car”  (F, Small Car));  and improve convenience for the buyer depending on their timing
preferences (“I would rather have a couple of weeks to sort out what I had to do” (F, Medium Car)).

In general, Dealers anticipated that the main market would be for volume cars. In terms of an express
build - to - order delivery service, they thought that 7 days would be reasonable, to allow a ‘cooling
off’ period. In order to move to customer-pull selling methods, the customer has to be attracted to the
selling process. The customer has to WANT to go through the process of buying a new car.
Consequently, if the dealer wants to sell a 3DayCar, he (or she) has to be more involved in the process,
understanding the customer requirements as an ongoing service.  Selling has to come second to
listening to customer and matching specification to budget, whilst balancing this with what he and the
manufacturer wants to sell. To have faith in build to order, the customer has to believe the dealer will
want the customer to return for a second purchase.
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Segmentation of the selling process to meet different needs is a way of catering for different customer
behavioural types: time and demand based pricing for negotiators, and pre-packaged choices for non-
negotiators.

Moving to customer pull and customer satisfaction

In the buying process for the customer in a short lead-time build to order environment, pressure selling
is completely inappropriate. And whilst the customer would undoubtedly have to pay at least a
sizeable deposit and commit to a 3DayCar, closing a sale of such value would need to be handled very
carefully.

Consider the example of Direct Line Insurance. They offered instant cover over the phone, in marked
contrast to traditional insurance channels. In offering an over the phone instant service, they found that
the customer will be put off by ‘sharp practise'. The customer has to have trust in what they are
buying, and have the chance to read the small print, think over the deal and reconsider. Direct Line
forged this customer trust in instant cover in the insurance market by offering a 14 day cancellation
period, even though instant cover is provided prior to, and during the expiration of this period at no
charge if cancelled.

Cancellation of order creates a problem for 3DayCar, because it is a product, not a service, and by
nature it is configured for the buyer. It emerged in the dealer workshop that dealers are reluctant to sell
build-to-order because of cancellation. However, if the customer has to commit, then a ‘cooling off’
period would allow the customer to reconsider. The dealers thought that 4 days 'cooling off' would be
enough for those customers ordering at the shortest lead time of 3 days. The order would still be for a
3 Day Car, although the customer will have a 7 day timeframe in which to go through the process.
This emphasis on customer care, not closing the deal, although clearly running against the grain of
current stock pushed sales methods, will build trust and sales over the long term.
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5.3 Summary

Issues
•  Thin consensus for 7 days as an ideal order to delivery time, but a wide range of preferences from

1 hour to 4 weeks plus.

•  No obvious consumer interest in express build to order.

a) because particular specification requirements are usually modest (probably just colour)

b) because private buyers are used to accepting stocking compromises

c) because company car buyers have a more orderly, predictable timescale which only excludes
extreme delivery times

d) because it raises concerns over build quality

Whilst build to order may be a less costly means of production, build to order is seen as more
expensive than buying 'off the shelf' as stock. Express fulfilment, in particular express build to order,
is seen as a premium priced service, (as in photoprocessing/Spectacles).

Volume customer unwilling to pay for perceived expense of build to order. Specialist customer wants
to wait for product; because it signals scarcity, desirability, craftmanship. Customer encouraged and
willing to buy from stock because of expectation of discounting.

Concerns over key product values - quality, safety, reliability - being compromised by short lead-time
build to order. Customers perceive volume cars in stock to be old/been built for some time.

Concern over having no time to consider a purchase and deal offered.

For volume customers, a specification choice is highly individual but is not necessarily that wide.
Customers compromise on what they consider to be important specification detail (i.e. colour) for
price discounts, and customers tend to think that there is too much choice which can be confusing. A
way needs to be found to offer restricted range to some customers, but at the same time maintaining
product choice for those that do want the full range.

Customers dissatisfied with the service offered by Dealers, but no consensus on alternatives.

For some, negotiating is a desirable part of the process, for others the dealer and negotiation is a
barrier to purchase.

Lack of faith of non-negotiators in structured pre-packaged deals, (such as finance offers), because of
mistrust of information and offer made by dealer.

 Solutions
Addressing the Customer demand for flexible but clear pricing

•  Pricing by lead times/ by an agreed delivery date for the customer, could meet customer demands
for price flexibility, price negotiation, and expectation of paying more for shorter lead -times.

•  Pricing by Demand to smooth orders over the year, also be used to control overall demand for
certain colours, specification, models and marques in order to retain customer perception of
exclusivity of product and address concerns over residual values/value for money.

•  Price based on build - offer customers ability to build car to budget, to encourage customisation to
unique specification. "You pay for what you want"
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•  Need to separate the offered build to order new car price from the residual value to move towards
a more transparent and realistic retail price. There may be a conflict between pricing by lead time
and residual prices offered by a dealer. A dealer tends to give a better residual price if selling from
stock on a short lead time, since can predict the value with greater certainty.  Further investigation
is needed here.

•  Offer customers pre-packaged limited choice of specification, and offer discounts for lower choice
packages. At the same time, maintain full specification choice, particularly important in the
company fleet market, but price less common specification at a premium. Retail Pricing for the
product variety funnel?

Addressing concerns on Sales and Marketing

•  3DC could be delivered through any channel, but the internet will likely play a fundamental role,
both as information channel, and as means of checking availability, building configuration, and
booking production/delivery dates.

•  Need to guarantee certain qualities, with penalties (discounts) from the manufacturer; delivery
dates, and key product values (quality, safety, and reliability).

•  Need to be customer service focused in placing the order, with a cooling-off period of 3 to 4 days
(to allow for order amendment or cancellation) prior to the order placement of a 3DayCar, if that
order is for the shortest lead time. Focus should be on timing of build to delivery date, at the date
preferred by the customer, (or the date agreed upon after compromise for price saving if
encouraged away from peak demand).  Build and delivery date to the convenience of the
customer, (if they are willing to pay for the exact time they request).

•  Need to stress core product values in the marketing of the product, not express build to order.
This is the key issue for marketing a 3DayCar.  In itself, it may be a unique selling proposition but
it is not one that fires up the customer, and as a USP it cannot by definition last if it is successful
for the manufacturer.  The core product values need to be stressed for the convenience to be
acceptable.
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Appendices
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Appendix I   Selection Guide

GROUP DATES AND REQUIREMENTS

Tuesday, 28th September, 1999, Group 1 at 7.00 p.m. and Group 2 at 8.30 p.m.

Moderator: Ferdinand Edwards

Held at:Jason/Pauline Curtis, 54 Barnaby Road, Poynton, Cheshjre  SK12 1LR

(Tel:  01625 850 373)

Group 1: 5 males and 3 females, small cars, private car owners, car registration

must be T or V, car must be regarded as main car in the household,

must not be self employed

Group 2: Males, medium sized cars, car registration must be T or V, private car

owners, must not be self employed

Wednesday, 29th September, 1999, Group 3 at 7.00 p.m. and Group 4 at 8.30 p.m.

Moderator: Philippa Goodwin

Held at: Sally Whiting, 15 Brambleton Avenue, Farnham, Surrey  GU9 8RA

(Tel: 01252 712 130)

Group 3: 5 females and 3 males, small cars, car registration must be T or V,

private car owner, not the main car of the household, must not be self

employed

Group 4: Females, medium cars, car registration must be T or V, private car

Owners, must not be self employed
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Thursday, 30th September, 1999, Group 5 at 7.00 p.m. and Group 6 at 8.30 p.m.

Moderator: Ferdinand Edwards

Held at: Joanne Aguis, 25 Newnes Path, Putney, London  SW15 5JA

(Tel:  0181 876 3284)

Group 5: Even spread of males and females, can be any make and model of car,

car registration must be T or V, must be a company car driver, must

not be self employed, owner/partner or an employee in a company that

has fewer than 20 employees, the car must have done less than 12,000

business miles

Group 6: Even spread of males and females, can be any make and model of car,

car registration must be T or V, must be a company car driver, must

not be self employed, owner/partner or an employee in a company that

has fewer than 20 employees, the car must have done more than

12,000 business miles (if it is a T reg car – V reg does not apply due to

registration only being out since the beginning of September.
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J99071  NEW CAR STUDY//

CAR MAKE/ MODEL ELIGIBILITY LIST

PRIVATE OWNER GROUPS 1-4  (Q4A=1)

SMALL CARS (Groups 1 or 2)

Citroen Saxo Mazda 121 Subaru Justy

Daewoo Matiz Nissan Micra Toyota Starlet

Daihatsu Cuore Peugeot 106 Vauxhall Corsa

Daihatsu Move Peugeot 206

Volkswagen Polo

Fiat Seicento Renault Clio

Fiat Punto

Rover Mini

Ford Ka

Ford Fiesta SEAT Arosa

SEAT Ibiza

Hyundai Atoz Skoda Felicia

Kia Pride
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MEDIUM CARS (Groups 3 OR 4)

Alfa Romeo 145 & 146 Ford Focus Nissan Almera

Alfa Romeo 156 Ford Mondeo Nissan Primera

Audi A3 Honda Civic Peugeot 306

Audi A4 & A4 Avant Honda Accord Peugeot 406

BMW Compact Hyundai Accent Proton Persona

BMW 318, 323 & 328 Hyundai Lantra Renault Megane

Chrysler Neon Jaguar S Type Renault Laguna

Citroen Xsara Kia Mentor Rover 200

Citroen Xantia Rover 400 Mazda 323 Rover 75

Daewoo Lanos Mazda 626

Daewoo Nubira SAAB 9-3

Mercedes A Class

Daihatsu Grand Move Mercedes C Class SEAT Toledo

Daihatsu Sirion

Daihatsu Charade Mitsubishi Colt

Mitsubishi Carisma Skoda Octavia

Fiat Bravo & Brava Fiat Marea

…continued overleaf
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MEDIUM CARS (ELIGIBLE FOR GROUPS 3 OR 4) continued

Subaru Impreza Vauxhall Astra Volvo S40/ V40

Vauxhall Vectra Volvo S70/ V70

Suzuki Swift

Suzuki Baleno Volkswagen Golf

Volkswagen Passat

Toyota Corolla

Toyota Avensis

COMPANY CAR OWNER GROUPS 1-4  (Q4A=2)

Recruit any make or model, not just those listed above, but exclude any luxury cars (e.g.
Mercedes S Class, BMW 7 Series, Jaguar XJ etc)

Groups dependent only on annual business mileage (Q5D)

Screen out self-employed or business owners/ partners (Q5A & 5B)

 and those in businesses with fewer than 20 employees (Q5C)
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 GROUP DEFINITIONS IN BRIEF J99071

Group 1 (NORTH) Small cars (Q3 & check with eligibility list)

Private car owner (Q4A=1)

Main car in h/hold (Q4B=1or, Q4B=2 & Q4C=1)

5 males, 3 females (Q6 SEX=1 or 2)

Group 2 (NORTH) Medium cars (Q3 & check with eligibility list)

Private car owner (Q4A=1)

Males (Q6 SEX=1)

Group 3 (SOUTH) Small cars (Q3 & check with eligibility list)

Private car owner (Q4A=1)

Not main car (Q4B=2 AND Q4C=2)

5 females, 3 males (Q6 SEX=1 or 2)

Group 4 (SOUTH) Medium cars (Q3 & check with eligibility list)

Private car owner (Q4A=1)
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Females (Q6 SEX=2)

Group 5 (SOUTH) Any cars (Q3)

Company car driver (Q4A=2)

Not self-employed, owner/ partner or employee in company with fewer than
20 employees (Q5A-5C)

Less than 12,000 business miles (Q5D=1)

Males or females (Q6 SEX= 1 or 2)

Group 6 (SOUTH) As group 5, but…

12,000 plus business miles  (Q5D=2)
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INTERVIEWER RECRUITMENT GUIDE

R

A

SCL: 1

NEW CAR STUDY RECRUITMENT

QUESTIONNAIRE

N

 

SO

 S

   
  9907
1/0

ES

D

OR

UT

OU

   
VENUE:       GROUP/ DAY  (Tick)

TH Group 1 (Small cars, privately owned, main car in h/hold, mainly males)

Group 2 (Medium cars, privately owned, all males)

H          Group 3 (Small cars, privately owned, second car in h/hold, mainly females)

    Group 4 (Medium cars, privately owned, all females)

TH
Group 5 (Company car drivers, up to 11,999 business miles per annum)

      Group 6 (Company car drivers, 12,000 or more business miles per annum)
6/00

PONDENT NAME:________

DRESS: _______________

_____________________
 page 86

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

___________________________________
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HOME

POST CODE: __________________ TEL NO:  _____________________MOBILE:

(WE MUST HAVE TELEPHONE NUMBERS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY/NEED TO
CONTACT)

INTERVIEWER NAME: ___________________________________________________

INTERVIEW NUMBER:

INTERVIEW DATE: _____________ 1999

INTERVIEWER DECLARATION:

I confirm that this interview has been carried out within the Code of Conduct and in person with
the respondent named, who was not previously known to me.  I have followed the instructions
and asked all questions in full, as required.

Signed:  …………………………………………………...  Date:   ______________1999

RESPONDENT DECLARATION:

The interviewer who conducted this interview was previously unknown to me.

Signed: ……………………………………………………
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INTERVIEWER:  CONTACT MOTORISTS/PRINCIPAL DRIVERS OF CARS WITH A ‘T’ OR

‘V’ REGISTRATION YEAR PREFIX ON THEIR REGISTRATION PLATE e.g. T 81 AME.

INTRODUCTION:

Good morning/afternoon/evening.  My name is _____________________, I work for

________________ who are currently conducting a car market research amongst owners and

drivers of cars bought or acquired new in 1999

The research we are conducting is to obtain the opinions of motorists on issues important to them in

choosing and ordering a new car. It is an important survey being conducted on behalf of the

motor industry.

SHOWCARD A
QA. First, can I ask you, do you, or does anyone in your household, work in any of the industries

shown on this card (SHOWCARD A)?

Advertising 1

CLOSE

Banking/Insurance or 2      Q1A

       Motor industry (manufacturing, garages or dealers) 3

      Media (newspapers, TV, radio) 4

       Marketing 5      CLOSE

Retailing 6

Q1A

NOT ON CARD No, none of these 0
Q1A

Q1A In what year was your car first registered, simply tell me the registration letter

prefix, that will do?

INTERVIEWER: CHECK IF 1999 IF ‘S’ REGISTERED

T or V (April 1999 to date)                       1            Q1B

S (Jan 1999-March 1999)                          2            RESERVE*
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S (Aug 1997-December 1998) 3 CLOSE

R or before (July 1997 or before) 8 CLOSE

* Check eligibility and hold as a possible reserve

Q1B And are you the principal driver of this car?

Yes                     1            Q1B

No 2 Ask to speak to principal driver

Re-ask QA & Q1A

Q2 Was your car new or used when you bought it?

New                                  1            Q3

Used 2 CLOSE
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ASK IF CAR BOUGHT NEW
Q3 What is the make and model of your car?  (WRITE IN BELOW)

MAKE: (e.g. Ford, Vauxhall etc)_________________________

MODEL: (e.g. Fiesta, Vectra etc)________________________

INTERVIEWER: CHECK MAKE/ MODEL ELIGIBILITY LIST BEFORE
CONTINUING

IF ELIGIBLE FOR GROUP CONTINUE WITH Q4A

Q4A Is your car privately owned or is it a company car?

Privately owned 1            Q4B

Company Car 2 Q5A

INTERVIEWER: IF RECRUITING NORTHERN GROUPS CLOSE ON CODE 2 AT QQA

ASK IF PRIVATELY OWNED (groups 1-4)
Q4B How many cars, in total, do you have in your household, including this car?

One only                          1     Q6 (groups 1,3 or 4)

More than one 2 Q4C

              ASK IF MORE THAN ONE CAR IN HOUSEHOLD
Q4C Is your car regarded as the main car in the household or not?

Main car 1 (groups 1,3 or 4)

Not main car 2 (groups 2,3 or 4)

              INTERVIEWER:         CHECK QUOTAS FOR GROUPS 1-4
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IF ELIGIBLE GO TO Q6

              ASK IF A COMPANY CAR (groups 5 & 6 in South)
Q5A Are you self-employed?

Yes                                   1            CLOSE

No 2 Q5B

Q5B Do you own, or are you a partner in the company for which you work?

Yes                                   1            CLOSE

No 2 Q5C
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Q5C Does the company have more than 20 employees?

Yes                                   1            Q5D

No 2 CLOSE

Q5D Approximately how many business miles do you drive each year, excluding

travel to and from your main place of work?

Less than 12,000 business miles a year 1 (group 5)

12,000 business miles p.a. or more 2 (group 6)    Q6

ASK ALL -  DEMOGRAPHICS

Q6. SEX: Male 1 AGE:  17 – 301

Female 2  31 – 492

 50 - 60 3

Over 604

INTERVIEWER: NOTE GENDER QUOTA
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INTERVIEWER

We are inviting a few new car drivers, like yourself, to a focus group discussion regarding

choosing and ordering new cars.

This is purely and simply a market research exercise. No-one will attempt to sell you anything

either at the group or afterwards.  We would very much appreciate your opinions, if you could

possibly attend.

The interview discussion will take about 1-1½ hours in total and we will be giving £30 to each of

those who attend as a thank-you.  The discussion will be held at _________, on

___________________at (INSERT GROUP TIME).

Would you be able to attend?

Yes 1 RECRUIT

No 2  CLOSE
INTERVIEWER:  WRITE IN DATE AND TIME AGREED

ON THE FRONT PAGE

DATE:

TIME:   ________________
/06/00  page 93
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Appendix II     Discussion Guide
“NEW CAR DELIVERY PROJECT”

DISCUSSION GUIDE

BACKGROUND/ WARM-UP  (5 mins max.)

Introduction We’d like to talk tonight about your experiences when buying
your car – how you went about choosing the car you did and the
factors that were important to you at that time in making the
choice you did. (NB Standard confidentiality safeguards
explained & fact that our clients may listen to the tape recording
but will receive no information on who you are or where you live).

Give first name.

When did you take delivery of your current car?

What did you buy? (Make/ Model)

Is this your first new car or are you a regular or occasional new car buyer?

How frequently do you tend to change your car?

Pre- Let’s go back to the reasons for buying a new car in the
Consideration/ first place.
The Process

What actually happened to start the whole process off?

Why did you feel you needed to buy a car at all? Approximately how long from first thoughts to
actually placing your order?

Was this a longer or shorter process than you expected it to be? How much of the time were you
actively collecting information or looking at cars and how much just thinking
about it?

Were you replacing a previous car or buying your first?

What made you buy a new car and not a used one? Was used ever considered?
Why not a used car this time?
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(check to see if not being able to get exact car spec wanted   influenced new
over used)

If you think about the entire process of buying a car, does it separate into
particular steps or stages in your mind, or not? What stages are there?

Once you had had the first thoughts about buying a car what was the very first
thing you did?

IF INFORMATION COLLECTED:

What information sought?
Where did they get it from?
In what format/ medium was it given?

What did you do next?

REPEAT UNTIL POINT OF PLACING THE ORDER

Did everything go as you expected?

Were you able to get all the information or do everything you needed as
quickly and easily as you wanted? – What information was unavailable or
difficult to get? What would you have liked to have done/ seen that you
couldn’t?

Decision Factors
When you were considering which car to buy tell me all the things that were
important to you in making your final choice, no matter how minor.

Attempt to get some agreement on relative importance of each of the issues
raised. Put into categories e.g. critically important, important, only minor
importance.

Probe on price to define how they judged the relative costs of each car (list
price, price after trade-in allowance or discounts, cost per month).

How many cars seriously considered altogether?
What issues led to their eventual rejection?
(Looking to see if availability of exact requirements or

delivery times impacted on purchase rejection)
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The process in retrospect

When you think back to the process of buying a new car,

was it an enjoyable experience?

How would you describe the experience overall?

In what ways could it be improved? What changes would you like to make to any
aspect to make it a better, quicker or easier experience?

How easily did you settle on a price with the salesman?

Did you have to haggle to get the price you wanted?

Do you like the price negotiating part of the process?

Would you like a fixed price, provided it was fair and competitive, to avoid
having to negotiate with the salesman?

How does buying a car differ from the purchase of other major goods like
computers, TVs, HiFi, white goods etc?

In what ways should it be different? In which ways would you not like
to see the selling of new cars develop in this country?

Can those who sell cars learn anything from those who sell other
goods like computers, TVs or HiFi, or white goods like washing
machines?

Specification

With regard to the car you eventually chose, were you able to get the exact specification you wanted,
in every detail?

Did you have to make any compromise at all in the exact specification you had to take?
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Did this disappoint you?

How close did you get to rejecting this car because you couldn’t get exactly what you needed?

What was it that they couldn’t provide?

How important to you is getting the exact specification you want without any compromises?

How important is being able to ‘customise’ a car by adding options to it, to make your car in some
way different to other similar models on the road?

Do you expect manufacturers to offer a large number of options or just a few?
What types of options might they be expected to offer?
What options have you seen manufacturers list as available which you think they should not offer?

Delivery 

With regard to the car you eventually chose, how acceptable was the delivery date you were quoted
when you ordered the car?

Did you have to accept a longer delivery date when you ordered the car compared with that which you
expected?

Did this disappoint you?

Did they deliver the car on the exact date they said they would?

How long extra did they take?

What reasons did they give for late delivery?

Would you still have bought the car if you had known delivery would be delayed?

What is an acceptable delivery time from placing the order to having the car
ready for collection?
What is too long
and is it possible to have too short a delivery time?

What if you were unwilling to compromise on any item of the car’s specification – its exterior/ interior
colour, particular options you want fitted – what would be an acceptable time here?
What would be too long and is it possible to have too short a delivery time?
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If a car manufacturer was to offer a guaranteed delivery date, perhaps with
penalties if they failed to deliver on time, would that be a benefit to you?

What sort of guaranteed delivery time would you think was fair
before any penalties were incurred?

What delivery time would be not worth guaranteeing?

If a car manufacturer was to offer an ‘express’ delivery service, where they
would build the exact specification you wanted at the factory, including any
special options, how long would you expect to have to wait for your car to
justify the term ‘express’ delivery.

Do you see a need for such a service? What are the benefits to you of getting
the car you want really quickly?

What do you see as the disadvantages of being able to offer a significantly
faster delivery service than any manufacturer currently provides? What do you
think manufacturers might have to do in order to deliver cars much quicker
than they do now?

In what ways might the customer lose out by faster delivery times?

Would you be willing to pay an extra ‘express delivery’ charge to get the
exact car you want built at the factory to your order, but in a much faster time?

Depending upon delivery time expectations, obtain prices related to a range
of different delivery times.

To provide a car quickly to your exact specifications you are likely to have to
have to sign a commitment to buy the car when you placed the order, would
this affect your interest?

How much should car manufacturers follow the trend of other industries that have
resulted in things like photographs developed & printed within the hour or
computers made to your exact specification within the day?

Should all manufacturers look to significantly improve their delivery times or
just some?  Who should?  Who should not? Why?

IF TIME ALLOWS – INTERNET, New Technologies
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Could the use of new technology improve the process of buying a car? How?

Can you see a time when you would be happy to collect all the information about a
car you need via the Internet?

Could you see yourself inspecting the car by looking at a virtual reality representation
of it rather than one in a showroom?

Can you see yourself buying a car or organising the finance by computer rather than
in person?

END
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Appendix III Survey Selection

Stage 1: Scope the exercise.

Stage 2: Get initial quotes for tender with different locations, and different groups, preferably
six. (i.e. Private buyers, Company car drivers). Develop more detailed brief for agency.

We will  interview other key new private car buyer segments, - Finance providers, BCH,
Autobytel and Motability...

Stage 3: Validation wider research of core groups

– Customer survey Approx 500+. Via agency pref? Get estimates. New
car/recent new car buyer sample based upon customer data or without, or
questionaire design and analysis help only.

– Unless agency has their own lists of relevant audience, cost of selection is
high.

– Provision of new car buyer lists in fact proved very unlikely. Numbers of 'right'
participants a problem.

The following approaches were considered: -
500 interviews of 15 minutes with questionnaire design, fieldwork, analysis etc

– Plan A – Costs of telephone survey where agent compiles lists – may be
way outside budget

– Plan  B – Telephone survey using customer contacts/recent buyer lists
from Graham Stansfield, or manufacturer, or dealer

– Plan C – Using sponsor dealer network to send out questionaires using
customer lists

– Plan D – Using dealer network to hand out questionnaires to potential
buyers

– Plan E – Using dealers to record individual customer behaviour

Initial Quotations Requested from Agents:

Option 1: 8 focus groups, split between London and Birmingham. Price to include selection of
participants, (both private buyer and company car user), moderators, organisation of sessions,
question/discussion design.

Option 2: 6 focus groups, rest as above.

Option 3: 4 focus groups, rest as above.
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Option 4: 2 focus groups, rest as above.

Option 1: Telephone survey, 500 interviews of 15 mins with questionaire design, fieldwork, analysis,
and selection of suitable target sample, (recent car buyers).

Option 2: As above but with 3 Day Car providing the sample contact lists.

Option 3: Questionnaire design and analysis only, where the fieldwork is done via questionnaire
through dealer networks, organised by 3 Day Car.

Research Options

After going out to several agencies the options are as follows:

Preferred Option #1:

Professionally organised Focus Groups and Full Validation Survey.

Focus Groups with Simpson Carpenter, (Wimbledon based group, auto experience):

6 groups recent new car buyers by segment with analysis and final report.

Formal appointment of work 23/08

Planning Focus Group work 23/08 – 05/09

Focus Groups taking place over a period from 6/09 to 30/09

Initial Debrief Presentation 8/10

Final presentation of data, including transcripts 21/10

Groups broken down into the following:

Group 1: Company rep 

Group 2: Company management

Group 3: Small car mixed m/f user choosers (main driver rather than financial purchaser), main or
family car 60/40 male/female

Group 4: Small car mixed m/f user choosers, 2nd car 40/60 m/f.

Group 5: Male, Medium to large car market

Group 6: Female, Medium to large car market
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Tender went to Simpson Carpenter, MORI and NOP

Questionnaire Survey by NOP Automotive, (Have own new car buyer database).
500 x 15 min interviews. This method uses professional call centre, question list, selection for

accuracy, and continuing calling until reached 500 interviews.

NOT CARRIED OUT: POSTPONED UNTIL/IF REQUIRED

Tender went to Simpson Carpenter, MORI and NOP.

Research Options evaluated:

1 Focus groups and full survey. Benefits: allows professional job, gets in on target given time
scales, justifiable to EPSRC, credible to external scrutiny as consumer research (and to
Sponsors who need convincing of findings), allows wide and thorough testing of theory at
core of project, credible sample. Drawbacks: subcontracting work allows less flexibility,
doesn’t fully utilise own resources, and cost.

2 Focus Groups: using Simpson Carpenter for focus groups, where we learn from them
on moderating etc, using them to select the more difficult groups to bring together,
(Company users, and large car owners). Benefits: helps in bringing in on time given
constraints, allows us to learn focus group techniques, reduces cost. Drawbacks: mix
of analysis by us and them, recruitment problems, own expertise and resources. Full
Survey.

3 Focus Groups: do with Marketing team with no assistance. Cost excluding hire/use of
locations and audio equipment and recruitment excluding selection. Benefits: we
moderate discussion, low cost. Drawbacks: time and resource?, selection, expertise.
Full Survey: use NOP as above.

4 Dealer Assisted Mail-out

Paper Questionnaires through post: sending out questionnaires designed by ourselves or with (£)
assistance from NOP. Benefits: low cost ability to analyse ourselves. Drawbacks: low response
rate, cannot control sample, thus very difficult to weight. Lack of objectivity if through dealer.
Questionable validity. High cost to get good response from recent buyers. Cost: postage return
and /or not assistance from NOP in design.

5 Dealer assistance for Focus Groups

They select with our advice. Benefits: as above for our own focus groups. Drawbacks: perceived
lack of impartiality, selection range of participants questionable. Cost £0, excluding recruitment
costs .

6 Dealer to hand out questionnaires: even less control over sample and response. Impossible to
analyse accurately.

7 Interviewing customers outside dealerships: no control over sample, not enough resource to get
a sample big enough, unreliable data.

8 Omnibus. Focus groups for primary research, and then use omnibus to validate a few key
questions only. Cost: As focus groups, with x. per question in omnibus.
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